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many states, affecting non-industrial private forest (NIPF) landowners. In Oregon, forest

operations on private lands which will conflict with sensitive areas designated "specified

resource sites" must meet spatial and temporal requirements to protect those sites. These

protection requirements may restrict a landowner's intended forest operation. The extent

to which specified resource site protection requirements affect both industrial and non-

industrial private forest operations and the perceptions, attitudes, and responses of non-

industrial private forest owners to specified resource site protection are generally

unknown. Research objectives included: 1.) Determine the extent of forest operation -

specified resource site interactions in Oregon, 2.) Determine the extent of forest operation

- specified resource site interactions in selected ODF administrative units, and 3.)

Examine and describe NIPF landowner perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors regarding

specified resource site protection. Methods included analysis and summary of ODF data

regarding interactions between operations and potential specified resource sites, review

of ODF documents, and interviews with landowners and ODF staff in selected

administrative units. Key findings suggest that in the period 1993-2003: 1.) Less than

5% of intended forest operations potentially conflicted with specified resource sites, 2.)



Approximately 64% of all potential conflicts were associated with industrial forest

operations, and 3.) NIPF landowner responses to protection requirements depend upon a

combination of land management objectives, values, and perceptions ofpower,

communication and interpersonal dynamics, scientific credibility, and uncertainty.

Suggestions for addressing NIPF concerns and clarifying protection policy are

considered.
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Extent and Implications of
Specified Resource Site Protection

in Oregon

1. Introduction

1.1. Research Goal and Objectives

This research examined the extent of potential specified resource sites proximate

to proposed forest operations in Oregon. This is the first step in the process of

determining potential conflicts and opportunities for the Oregon Department of Forestry

(ODF) and non-industrial private forest owners (NIPF) in the implementation of sensitive

resource site protection policy. The intent was to describe the known extent, both

number and distribution, of forest operation - potential specified resource site

interactions in Oregon, and develop a detailed description of interactions in selected ODF

districts.

A retrospective summary of active sites and their effect on adjacent operations

would provide an indication of the types of ownerships affected and associated economic

impacts. This initial research was necessary for any future discussion between land

managers, policy-makers, and landowners regarding specified resource site protection

policy. The initial research determining the extent of potential sites on different

ownership types could be used to consider the related social, economic, and ecological

consequences, both intended and unanticipated, of specified resource site requirements



1.2. Rationale

1.2.1. Public and Private Rights: State Regulation of Private Forest
Practices

Increasing public support for regulations governing forest management has

resulted in forest practice regulations in numerous states; these regulations affect forest

management decisions and practices by non-industrial private forest landowners (NIPF)

(Bliss and Martin, 2003). Private lands have long been subject to regulatory and planning

requirements in order to ensure public values are not compromised by private land

management decisions (Geisler, 1993; Singer 2000). The protection of wildlife and

other resources sensitive to private forest operations is a public value reflected in state

and federal regulations. The common law rule of public ownership of wildlife is the

basis for wildlife laws affecting private ownership. An estimated 20 states have

programs promoting wildlife and other sensitive resource protection as part of best

management practices on private forestlands. Five western states use regulatory

programs to ensure protection of wildlife species and other sensitive resources on private

forestlands (USFS, 2004).

Oregon courts have repeatedly ruled, in a variety of circumstances, that public

ownership rights in wildlife limit the private property rights of individuals and

corporations (Echeverria, 2003). In Oregon, the Committee for Family Forestlands

advises the Board of Forestry regarding forest policy and its effects on non-industrial

private forest owners (NIPF). In 2003, the Committee initiated a process of inquiry and

recommended a study to determine the extent of specified resource site protection in

2



Oregon and its impact on NIPF owners. Perhaps more so than any other states,

California, Oregon, and Washington have continually strengthened and enforced forest

practice regulations since the 1 970s, and all three states are dealing with similar issues

pertaining to the protection of sensitive resources on private land.

1.2.2. Background

1.2.2.1. The Forest Practices Act and Specified Resource Site
Protection

A 1987 amendment to the Oregon Forest Practices Act (FPA) included a

provision (ORS 527.710) requiring 'the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) to "collect

and analyze the best available information and establish inventories" of resource sites

needing protection (Appendix A). Such sites, referred to a "resource sites", include

roosting and nesting sites of sensitive, threatened, and endangered bird species,

significant wetlands on forests, and other "biological sites that are ecologically and

scientifically significant" (ORS 527.710(3)(a); OAR 629-600-0100(54)(a)). The Oregon

Board of Forestry has adopted administrative rules for establishing these resource site

inventories and for adopting "specified" resource site protection (OAR 629, Division

680). Specified resource sites are a subset of resource sites as defined by the Forest

Practices Act, specifically for those species that the Board has considered in the resource

site inventory and protection process and adopted protection goals, including blue heron

rookeries, bald eagle nest, perch, and roosts, osprey and northern spotted owl nests, and

significant

3
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wetlands. The FPA protection rules for specified resource sites are in OAR 629, Division

665.

Specified resource sites are not static. Specified resource sites are not defined by

uniform areas or shapes nor are they immutably fixed locations on the landscape. The

status of a site can change over time, for example as nest sites are abandoned and

adjacent forest operations are completed. The legislation mandating specified resource

site protection does not authorize the department to conduct surveys on private forestland

solely for the purpose of identifying resource sites. However, pursuant to its obligations

under the FPA, the Oregon Department of Forestry collects information from counts,

searches, and surveys conducted by private landowners, state and federal resource

agencies, and other cooperators.

Specified resource sites, hereafter referred to as "sites", are considered "tentative"

until their status is confirmed by inspection following receipt of a Notification of

OperationlApplication for Permit from a forest owner or operator. Landowners, timber

owners, or operators intending to undertake forest operations are required to submit a

Notification of OperationlApplication for Permit (NOAP) prior to commencing their

activities. The individual(s) completing the notification checks any of the applicable

boxes corresponding to resource sites an applicant believes might be present in the

proposed operational area, including boxes for Bald Eagle nest, perch, or roost sites,

Northern Spotted Owl sites, Great Blue Heron nest sites, and Osprey nest sites. The

"Waters" category includes a checkbox for wetlands. "Significant wetlands" are always



1 Significant wetlands are considered to be "active" specified resource sites.
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considered active specified resource sites. Notifications with associated codes denoting

potential specified resource sites are entered into the Forest Activity Computerized

Tracking System (FACTS), a statewide database of forest operation notifications.

When forest operations are proposed within one half-mile of a "tentative"

resource site, ODF gathers and evaluates information regarding the site and proposed

operation. Based upon an evaluation of the best available information, ODF personnel

then confirm the site, and if confirmed, determine whether the site is an "active" site1.

An "active" site means a resource site that has been used by the species in the recent past.

"Recent past" is defined for each species in administrative rule (OAR 629, Division 665).

If a resource site is determined to be "active", ODF personnel then inspect the resource

site with the landowner to determine whether the proposed operation conflicts with the

active site, and if so, apply the protection goal for the resource site. At that time, a final

determination is made whether site protection is warranted. ODF has a Fish and Wildlife

Specialist on-staff in Salem who assists foresters at the District and Administrative unit

levels to implement specified resource site policy, including visiting sites and

participating in the evaluation process as needed. If protection is warranted, the

landowner or operator must submit a written plan to ODF before starting operations.

Written plans for site protection are based on adopted rules for structural and temporal

protection in the Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 629-665-0110 through 629-665-

0240. Given the potential extent of resource sites throughout Oregon, and their dynamic

nature, an intensive evaluation of each site would be a nearly impossible task in terms of



2
The deadline to adopt new rules that replace what was voided by the statute, thus having the

administrative rule language explicitly conform to the revised statute, is July, 2005 (pers. Comm., Lanny

Quakenbush, 23 January 2004).
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personnel and funds. According to the Jim Cathcart, Acting Forest Health and

Monitoring Manager for ODF, "the department saves much time and money by

conducting an intensive evaluation of the status of a resource site only at such time as

when a notification of operation is received by the department near a resource site" (Pers.

communication, 11 December 2003).

This research focused on those species and categories for which specified

resource site rules had been promulgated in OAR 629, Division 665 as of January 1,

2004. However, there are a number of threatened and endangered species resource sites

for which specified resource site rules have not been promulgated, such as peregrine

falcons (Falco peregrinus) and marbled murrelets (Brachyramphus marmoratus).

Previously, resource site protection for threatened and endangered species not covered

under specified resource site rules has been provided by the requirement that operators

obtain "prior approval from the State Forester before operating near or within critical,

threatened, or endangered wildlife habitat sites" (OAR 629-605-0190). While the

resource site protection standards in current administrative rules still apply, the authority

to require "prior approval", along with the authority to approve "written plans" was

statutorily withdrawn by the 2003 legislature, expressly voiding any such requirements

contained in administrative rules.2 The impacts associated with the statutory voiding of

this administrative rule as well as the resource site protection requirements for threatened
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and endangered species not covered under specified resource site rules are outside the

scope of this research.

1.2.2.2. Legal Challenges

Two recent cases indicate the legal significance of specified resource sites. In

March 2003, The Oregon Court of Appeals held for a plaintiff claiming compensation for

"takings" associated with harvest restrictions within a site designated for a bald eagle

nest. In November 2003, a jury ruled in favor of a landowner seeking compensation for

un-logged timber within a site designated for a Spotted Owl core area. Both landowners

claimed that resource site designation on their land resulted in a significant economic

burden. A comprehensive assessment of the extent of forest operation - specified

resource site interactions on private forestlands is necessary in order to consider the

potential economic and other consequences to private forest owners.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Forest Regulations and protection of sensitive resources and
wildlife in other states

Private ownership of forest resources is not an absolute right; local, state and

Federal agencies reserve the authority to set conditions on land and forest uses by private

landowners. Land-use regulations and restrictions suggest that landowners may not

destroy or "substantially diminish the value of their land", indicating a responsibility for

protecting resource values for successive generations (Cubbage, 1995, p. 14). Forest

regulations intended to protect wildlife and sensitive resources are a reflection of this

philosophy. Determining the appropriate balance of protection for sensitive resources
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with the management objectives of private forest owners is not a challenge unique to

Oregon.

Ellefson and others (1997) note that sensitive resource standards are a common

feature of substantive forest practices requirements in many states. Washington State

recently enacted its "Forest and Fish" rules to protect riparian areas on private forestlands

(Zobrist and Lippke, 2003). California's Forest Practices Rules have similar guidelines

and restrictions regarding timber harvest operations near sensitive species sites.

Fundamentally, specified resource site protection, its effect on private forest owners, and

their perception and attitudes toward the policy revolve around the question of the extent

"the public may go in restricting the rights of private landowners to use their land"

(Cubbage, 1995, p. 14). Cubbage notes that studies of mandatory forest practice

guidelines have consistently documented substantial costs to private landowners and

implementing agencies. However, he also points out that few studies have quantified the

benefits of forest regulation (ibid.)

California, Oregon, and Washington have continually strengthened and enforced

forest practice regulations since the 1970's. Strict regulatory approaches were adopted

due to the evident failure of full voluntary compliance with sustainable forest practices

(Cubbage, 1995). Regulatory approaches include requiring prior approval before forest

owners proceed with an operation, prescribed practices for proposed operations, and

enforcement of statutes and penalizing of forest owners who violate forest practice

regulations. Oregon requires notification rather than prior approval before a landowner

commences with a forest operation; however, the landowner is responsible for following
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a suite of "best practices" as embodied in the Forest Practices Act. In recent legal

developments in Washington, the Seattle and Kittitas Audubon Societies indicated their

intention to file civil suits against the Washington Department of Natural Resources

(DNR) and private timber companies for violation of Section 9 of the Endangered

Species Act, citing the state's approval of private forest operations that resulted in

"taking" of spotted owls (Dodge, 2003).

The California Board of Forestry considered an exclusive 70-acre core area in the

early 1990's as part of a plan for regulatory relief from the economic impact of owl

protection requirements, though the amendment was not adopted due to a veto by the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and "internal politics" ((pers. comm., Marty

Berbach, 2 September 2004). California theoretically allows timber harvesting within

500 feet of an active spotted owl nest, provided all characteristics of nesting habitat are

maintained (14 CCR919.9,939.9(g)(1)). However, sufficient owl habitat must be

maintained in approximately 1,266 acres around a nest site. A cost-estimate conducted

by the California Department of Forestry (CDF) (Henly, 1995) estimated that

maintenance of suitable habitat around a spotted owl nest required 90% retention of

timber value on 18 acres of suitable nesting habitat, 50% retention on 54 acres of roosting

habitat around the nest, and retention of 65% of timber value in a foraging ring

(approximately 913 acres) around the core, and retention with few limitations on the

remaining acreage. A proposal at the time would have provided regulatory relief to

private landowners owning less than 80 acres, requiring protection of the 70-acre core

area, as is currently the case in Oregon, without any consideration of owl habitat outside
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the core area. The CDF study estimated that landowners with 149 acres or greater would

benefit from the proposed rule change, while those with less than 149 acres would have

been at risk of losing timber value if the rule change had been adopted as it would have

stipulated no harvesting in the 70 acres (ibid.).

Similar to the ODF Fish and Wildlife Specialist position, CDF formerly employed

staff biologists who were responsible for conducting on-site inspections of harvest plans

prior to approval; however, that responsibility is now delegated to the California

Department of Fish and Game (CDF&G), which does have field staff that participate in

harvest plan review and pre-harvest inspections (pers. comm., Russ Henly, 6 August

2004). The California Department of Forestry also consults with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service regarding Northern Spotted Owl survey and protection measures.

According to the CDF&G timber harvest coordinator, he hasn't heard "much

complaining about the current process with Northern Spotted Owl protection measures",

noting that "anadromous salmonid protection issues have replaced the Northern Spotted

Owl issues" (pers. comm., Marty Berbach, 2 September 2004).

Washington forest practices requirements include protection guidelines for critical

habitats of threatened and endangered species (WAC 222-16-080), northern spotted owl

special emphasis areas and goals (WAC 222-16-086), and marbled murrelet special

landscapes (WAC 222-16-087). Class TV-Special operations are those proposed in

critical habitats and require an "environmental checklist" to ensure compliance with the

Washington Environmental Policy Act and guidelines (WAC 222-16-050(1)).

Designation of Class TV-Special operations depends upon both the species in question
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and the type of operation. Protection of marbled murrelet habitat includes specified

requirements for residual stand density (WAC 222-16-050(l)(j)(v)). The critical habitat

and operational definitions are considered interim until a permanent regulatory system

addressing sensitive wildlife species and forest operations is adopted or a species is

delisted by both the state's fish and wildlife commission and the federal government.

Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR) officials note that their approach to

forest practices by private landowners is one of "voluntary compliance". The

Washington Forest Practices Board and DNR officials stress trying "to work with the

operator and the landowner" rather than emphasizing penalties (Blain, 1994).

Washington DNR established the Small Forest Landowners Office to manage the state's

forest riparian easement program, provide expertise and promote voluntary conservation

by NIPF owners. Both industrial and non-industrial landowners are subject to the same

harvesting restrictions, though NIPF owners receive assistance developing alternative

plans to meet protection requirements.

2.2. Forest Regulatory Requirements and "Takings" Compensation

Specified resource site regulations and their effects reflect a larger debate

occurring throughout the U.S. as governments and citizens grapple with government

regulation of private forestlands and the question of "takings' compensation or "inverse

condemnation". While governments claim the authority to regulate private land uses on

behalf of the public good, some private landowners, when required to limit their activities

for public benefit, clamor for compensation, arguing that the public should pay for those

benefits and the restriction of the owner's property rights. Specified resource site policy
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and the legal question of what constitutes a "regulatory takings" entitling a landowner to

compensation have been the subjects of recent cases.

Three Oregon court decisions in the last five years regarding specified resource

sites and private land herald significant legal developments that pose "troubling

implications for environmental regulations and enforcement in Oregon" (Jim Brown,

keynote address of Endangered Species Conference, Portland, Oregon, 17 November

2003). In October 1997, in Boise Cascade v. State of Oregon (325 Ore. 185; 935 P.2d

411; 1997 Ore. LEXIS 29), the Supreme Court of Oregon ruled that seasonal restrictions

on harvesting on four acres were insufficient to establish a temporary "taking" without

compensation. According to the Court, "there is nothing in the regulations that would

prohibit harvesting during the balance of the year. . .to be a 'taking".. . governmental

action must be made of sterner stuff." However, the Supreme Court upheld an earlier

Court of Appeals ruling that ODF restrictions on commercial harvesting on 56 acres did

constitute a "taking" deserving ofjust compensation, effectively considering the 56 acres

separate from the remainder of the Boise's property tract, opening the possibility of

future challenges.

In March 2003, in Coast Range Conifers (CRC), LLC. v. State of Oregon,

(011423, Oregon Court of Appeals, Al 17769), the Appeals Court cited the earlier 1997

Supreme Court decision and the separation of Boise Cascade's 56 acres from the

remainder of its' holdings. The owner of CRC sued for compensation after ODF

delineated 9 acres of forest property as part of a bald eagle specified resource site,

curtailing harvesting in the 9 acres. While the State argued that the 9 acres upon which
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the cut was curtailed comprised a partial "taking" of the total economic value of the

landowner's 40 acres, the lawyer for CRC argued and the Appeals Court agreed that

economic value was fully lost on the total 9 acres, constituting a full "taking". The

Appeals Court pointedly notes that in the 1997 decision, the [Supreme] court "never

explained-neither have we, for that matter, why segregating affected parcels, as opposed

to applying the whole parcel rule, is required under Article I, section 18 [of the Oregon

Constitution." The Appeals Court goes on to argue that the 1997 decision repudiated the

"whole parcel" rule. The Appeals Court went to hold that CRC sufficiently established

"the "requisites of its regulatory takings claim under Article I, section 18."

Finally, in November 2003, a jury ruled on behalf of the plaintiffs, Marsha and

Alvin Seiber, (Marsha Seiber and Alvin Seiber and Oregon Small Woodlands

Association v. State of Oregon, Linn County Court, A108914) in their inverse

condemnation claim against ODF. The recent Appeals Court and Supreme Court

decisions represent a significant departure from principles applied in past "takings" cases,

and there is the possibility that the state will appeal the CRC decision to the Oregon

Supreme Court. The Federal courts continue to apply the "whole parcel" rule when

deciding takings without just compensation cases.

In a lawsuit against a federal agency, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (Seibers v.

United States, 01-432L, Court of Federal Claims (2002)), the Seibers sought

compensation for "regulatory takings" stemming from a USFWS denial of an incidental

take permit to log their property. The attorney for the Seibers argued that the value of the

timber, as a property interest, had to be considered separate from the value of the land
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when determining whether the "whole parcel" rule applies. While the court did maintain

that timber in Oregon could be considered a property interest separate from the land on

which it grows (citing Hawkins v. City of LaGrande, 843 P.2d 400, 407 Or. 1992), the

Seibers were able to harvest timber on their remaining acreage. Applying the "whole

parcel" rule (Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1015 (1992)), the

court ruled that the Seibers had not lost the entire economic value of their entire timber

holding, as they were able to harvest the trees on a significant portion of their property.

Thus, no "takings" occurred.

Another argument against "takings" as it pertains to specified resource site

protection requirements was suggested in a friend-of-the-court brief by an Audubon

attorney in the Seiber case. The Audubon Society argued that the Seibers' title to their

property is circumscribed by background principles of state property law (Echeverria,

2003). The state's authority determines under which conditions wildlife may be harmed

or taken; no owner may harm wildlife without state permission. Because most private

property owners implicitly accept the state's authority to protect wildlife, limits to protect

wildlife, such as ODF specified resource site designation, do not "take" rights from

landowners.

The recent judicial decisions by the Oregon Supreme Court and Court of Appeals

mirror trends in other states wherein legislation creates "a new cause of action for inverse

condemnation if the state partially reduces private property values." (Zhang, 1996, p. 11.)

He found 18 states with compensation or assessment laws passed to protect private

property from regulatory takings, particularly in Southern and Rocky Mountain states.
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Assessment laws require state and local agencies to assess the potential takings on private

property prior to enacting regulations. Michael (2003) argues that scientific selection of

reserve sites is both politically and practically desirable, ensuring that limited government

funds flow to the protection of those sites of the greatest biological value. Currently,

specified resource site regulations require the protection of all sites covered by protection

goals without consideration of the relative merits of a site. He suggests that using

incentives such as conservation easements to work with willing landowners while

reimbursing unwilling landowners for the acquisition or reserve of critical habitat.

A recent development includes the passage of Measure 37 by ballot initiative in

November, 2004. The measure requires local and state agencies in Oregon to

compensate landowners when land-use regulations cause an adverse financial impact.

Thus, ODF may have to compensate a landowner if riparian buffers and specified

resource site protection goals reduce the market value of her property. In the event funds

are unavailable for compensation, the agency must waive the regulation in question. As

of December, 2004, state agencies were required to have a process by which landowners

could file a claim for compensation for loss of value due to land-use restrictions (pers.

comm., Rod Krahrner, 17 November 2004).

Landowners may consider conservation regulations harmful if they result in the

loss of economic opportunities associated with the use of property. One aspect of

building trust between regulators and landowners is to institutionalize assurances that

landowners will not be harmed by managing their land to help rare species (Brooks et aL,

2003, p. 1648). While the public and governments claim a mandate to regulate uses of
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private land in the public interest, some private landowners desire compensation when

required to limit their activities for public benefit. Compensation and possible incentives

are possible approaches to construct that assurance. Compensation addresses the loss of

economic value imposed upon landowners due to conservation regulation, while

incentives seek to promote voluntary compensation by landowners (Tikka, 2003).

Compensation laws require the compensation of property owners once their property

value is reduced below a threshold. In Oregon, a law introduced by Representative Jeff

Kropf(R-District 17), House Bill 3552, would have potentially exempted a landowner

from specified resource site protection requirements if restrictions affected over 10% of

their total acreage. The proposed bill provided for a long-term plan to modify or exempt

a landowner from specified resource site requirements. The Oregon Department of

Forestry was also authorized to purchase or enter into agreement with landowners to

establish conservation easements.

Another issue related to compensation is the question of cost and availability of

funds. Compensation for lost timber revenues, particularly when associated with

significant wetlands or spotted owl core areas, could be prohibitive. One landowner

estimated an economic loss as great as $1 million as a result of forgone timber harvest

(Lundblad, 1993). Calandrillo (2003) suggests replacing "takings" compensation with

privately-funded "takings" insurance, arguing that it would be more efficient than the

current system of "takings" compensation as a result of lessened transaction and

administrative costs. Landowners would pay a mandatory premium insuring them in the

event of a regulatory taking resulting in lost value.
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Bourland and Stroup (1996) recommend rent payments, or conservation rental

contracts, as a means to compensate private landowners for providing habitat and species

protection. They suggest conservation rental contract payments offer an attractive

alternative to present regulatory processes by addressing the issue of regulatory "taking"

on private land, the basis for the two recent legal challenges to specified resource site

designation on private lands. They also suggest that payments to private landowners to

conserve valuable habitat is cheaper than outright purchase of the land. Finally, they

suggest that conservation rental contracts would act as a positive incentive for some

landowners to manage their forests to improve habitat. Conservation rental contracts

could be directed at those private property owners who possess significant or critical

habitat. However, given the current budget difficulties in Oregon, funding such

payments could be challenging. Funding possibilities could include a consumption tax

on Oregon lumber and wood products or added to the stumpage tax. Those funds would

be used to pay conservation "rents" to affected landowners, thereby distributing the cost

of conservation to consumers of wood products or the entire community of landowners

conducting timber harvesting in Oregon.

2.3. Landowner Perceptions and Behaviors in Response to Forest
Practices Regulations and Protection of Threatened and
Endangered Species

Various studies have examined the effects of state forest regulatory policies and

the response of private landowners to forest management restrictions. In western Oregon

and Washington, a majority of surveyed NIPF owners claimed they would not harvest
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their timber sooner in anticipation of stricter forestry regulations (Johnson et al., 1997).

Zobrist and Lippke (2003) suggested a significant potential for economic loss among

small, NIPF owners under Washington's "Forest and Fish" rules. They also noted a

"disparity of losses between landowners." In one study of private forest owners in

Western Oregon, 11 percent of respondents said that "potential future restrictions on

harvesting" was an important motivation for past harvests (Cleaves and Bennett 1995).

In a survey of forest landowners and the use of management plans in Western Oregon,

timber was not cited as the most important objective of owning forestland; however,

owners "had experienced an increased pressure to log from many sources. . .including

printed claims of harvesting restrictions due to environmental concerns" (Elwood et al.,

2003, 127). In a survey of landowners in Alabama, a majority of forest landowners

supported regulation of timber harvesting practices in order to protect endangered species

habitat (Bliss, 1993). However, in a study of landowner participation in North

Carolina's Natural Heritage Program, the probability of protection by private landowners

and participation in the program was negatively correlated with their perceived costs of

participation in the preservation program. The costs of participation in the program were

concentrated and significant to landowners and local governments, affecting widespread

participation in the state's program (Cassingham et al., 2003).

Economic modeling suggests that the Endangered Species Act and regulations of

similar intent, as currently implemented, create an incentive for private landowners to

reduce habitat due to the increased cost associated with the discovery of a protected

species on one's land (Michael, 2001). To avoid the regulations, landowners may destroy
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existing habitat or preempt the development of habitat suitable for protected species.

Michael notes that detractors of the Endangered Species Act believe that private

landowners are expected to provide a public good (habitat of protected species) while

bearing all the cost (arising from land-use restrictions). Landowners and private

property advocates critical of the Oregon Forest Practices Act specified resource site

protection requirements have made the same argument (Leiman, personal

communication, 2003).

Another potential response by landowners is to ignore forestry regulations. A

1994 report cites repeated violation of Washington forest practice requirements on

private industrial forest lands (Blain, 1994). Some violations may arise when timber

operators decide the risk of getting caught and penalized for forest practices violations is

worth the return from conducting an operation potentially in violation.

Factors affecting landowner responses to ESA listing and protection of the

Preble's jumping meadow mouse included their sources of information and personal

values. Specifically, economic dependence on agriculture and the perception of

government as untrustworthy were factors in landowner attempts to eliminate endangered

species habitat and refuse access for biological surveys (Brooks et al., 2003). In their

study of Missouri landowners, Raedeke, Rikoon, and Hilton (2001) suggest that

individuals with lower political efficacy (the degree to which an individual believes they

impact the political process) express a greater fear of government regulations as they

represent a "further erosion of opportunity for individual influence over political

processes and the increased power of government over them" (p. 744). Landowners were
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concerned that voluntary participation in an ecosystem management program would lead

to increased land-use regulation. They also found that landowners who were more

financially dependent on agriculture expressed slightly lower political efficacy than those

who were not. They found that greater trust and levels of political efficacy increased the

potential for participation in ecosystem management. One approach to build trust

"between regulators and landowners is to institutionalize assurances that landowners will

not be harmed by managing their land to help rare species" (Brook et al., 2003, p. 1648).

A sense of control, like the perception of political efficacy, is essential for landowners

and their perception of conservation policies (ibid).

One such attempt to ensure continued landowner control and develop regulatory

assurances for landowners is the Safe Harbor program in North Carolina (Zhang and

Mehniood, 2002). Under the program, landowners agree to cooperate with the state,

operating on behalf of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), to provide habitat in

order to maintain an agreed-upon number of individuals of a threatened or endangered

species. Provided base conditions or populations are maintained, landowners receive

assurances that they will not be subject to additional requirements, mitigation, or

prosecution for "take" of animals above the agreed-upon number (Zhang and Mehmood,

2002). The landowner is not subject to "incidental take" prosecution under the ESA for

changes to the habitat, provided the habitat conditions specified in the agreement are not

altered. A large majority of participants thought their participation in the Safe Harbor

program was worthwhile, that they would recommend the program to other landowners,
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and that reducing risk and uncertainty in their forest management decision-making

process was a significant factor in their decision to participate.

The interaction between forest practices foresters (responsible for administering

compliance with specified resource site protection) and operators and landowners has

generally been cooperative but the "cooperative spirit is fragile" (Garland, 1994) and

could be broken by several conditions, including "double standards for federal or state

lands versus private operations." Some NIPF owners may perceive a double standard in

specified resource site protection if their operations are affected while those on adjacent

lands appear not to be constrained by site protections. One of the essential components

for ensuring the success of the Forest Practices Act is the perception among landowners

and operators that "no class of forest landowner or operator is more adversely impacted

than others" (ibid.). Some NIPF owners have argued that specified resource site

protection disproportionately affects them more than IPF owners or operations on public

lands (Arsenault, 2003).

2.4. The Endangered Species Act and its Interaction with State
Forest Regulations

The 1973 federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) prohibits the "take" of any listed

"endangered", and some instances, "threatened", species (ESA § 9(a)( 1 )(B)). "Take"

includes the killing and harming of listed species. Significant habitat modification and

alteration that dramatically affects essential breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior,

thereby resulting in injury or death can be considered illegal "take" (Babbitt v. Sweet

Home, 1995).
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The Oregon Department of Forestry has neither the responsibility nor authority to

administer the Endangered Species Act. Specified resource site protection goals and

other sensitive resource provisions of the Forest Practices Act are designed to meet the

Oregon legislative mandate ensuring continuous benefits from fish and wildlife resources

for successive generations (527.630(1)) while ensuring the forest production on private

lands. However, judicial decisions in the late 1990's indicated that states and counties

could be held liable for permitting forest operations on private land that result in

incidental "take" of ESA-listed species (Loggerhead Turtle v. County Council of Volusia

County; Strahan v. Coxe).

In 2003, the Oregon Legislature and Board of Forestry rescinded the authority of

the ODF to approve operations under the Forest Practices Act on high-risk landslide sites,

in order to protect the state from liability from incidental "take". Under the previous

approval system, ODF was potentially liable for salmon kills as a result of landslides on

steep, harvested slopes. A landowner can undertake an operation without approval but

may be liable for failure to meet FPA provisions or for violation of Federal law,

specifically incidental "take" of threatened or endangered species under the Endangered

Species Act. Landowners must file a notification and a written plan, subject to ODF

comment, to ensure that their operation will be in compliance with the Forest Practices

Act. If a landowner proceeds with an operation but fails to meet FPA requirements, ODF

can initiate enforcement actions. Tn 1999, a contract logger and forest owner in Southern

Oregon were penalized for willful violations of specified resource site protection

requirements for a bald eagle nest. They harvested within 300 feet of no-cut zone
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established by ODF around the nest tree. The logger and owner were subsequently fined

$80,000 (Nichols, 2000). While landowners must still submit notifications for intended

operations, ODF is no longer in a position to grant prior approval, removing the potential

for approving private operations that result in "take" of threatened and endangered

species.

Rules pertaining to specified resource site protection goals allow for temporal and

spatial exceptions. However, when exceptions are sought for operations proximate to

specified resource sites for threatened and endangered species, ODF may only grant an

exception provided the USFWS has provided an incidental "take" permit associated with

a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). In this instance, the state might be considered free of

any liability given the prior approval of the operation by the USFWS, the agency with

primary responsibility for implementation of the ESA.

2.5. The status of threatened and endangered species covered by
specified resource site protection rules

Specified resource site protection rule include a protection goal for "threatened

and endangered fish and wildlife species that use Resource Sites on forestland." (OAR

629-665-0000(1)(b)). Specifically, protection rules have been promulgated for the

northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) and American bald eagle (Haliaeetus

leucocephalus).

2.5.1. Northern Spotted Owl

Due to a declining population across its range, the northern spotted owl was

declared a threatened species in 1990. According to Forsman (2004), approximately

2,900 pairs are known or suspected to exist in Oregon. Spotted owls select older forests
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for nesting and foraging. However, most habitats used by spotted owls include a mosaic

of different age classes arising from timber harvesting and natural disturbance. A recent

report (Anthony et al., 2004) on the status of the Northern Spotted Owl indicates the

population continues to decline at a greater rate than anticipated. In Washington, spotted

owl numbers have declined by approximately 7.5 percent annually since 1990, 2.8

percent in Oregon, and 2.2 percent in California. The average decline on Federal lands

was 2.5 percent as compared to 6.6 percent on state, tribal, and private lands. Biologists

suggest that encroachment by Barred Owls may be a more significant cause of decline for

Spotted Owls than previously anticipated (ibid.).

Proposed and ongoing forest operations within one-half mile of a spotted owl nest or

activity center are evaluated to determine if proposed operations conflict with protection

goals for the owl site (ODF, 1994). Compliance with ODF forest practice requirements

such as specified resource site protection requirements is independent of U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS) requirements for compliance with the Endangered Species

Act. Conversely, approval of an operation by the USFWS may not constitute compliance

with ODF specified resource site rules. In most instances, timber harvesting within the

70-acre ow! core area is not allowed. Less than ten percent of spotted owl habitat in

Oregon is thought to exist on private forestland (ibid.). The intent of specified resource

site protection goals for spotted owls is to provide sufficient habitat and time to allow

juvenile owls to fledge, not to maintain breeding pairs (ibid.).

2.5.2. American Bald Eagle
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The number of bald eagles nationwide has increased significantly since it was

declared an endangered species under a law preceding the Endangered Species Act and

the banning of DDT, one of the major contributors to the eagle's decline (Pacific

Biodiversity Institute, 2004). The status of the eagle was upgraded to "threatened" in

1995 and a review is currently underway to determine whether bald eagles will be

removed from the endangered species list altogether (University of Minnesota, 2004).

The final determination of ESA status under Federal law is independent of specified

resource site protection requirements for bald eagle nest, roost, or perch sites and may not

affect ODF policies regarding bald eagle management and protection.

Over 200 nesting pairs of bald eagles have been documented in Oregon, primarily

along the coast and Western Cascades. Due to poorer habitat conditions, Eastern Oregon

supports lesser but concentrated numbers of breeding pairs. During the overwintering

period for migratory waterfowl, the Klamath Basin supports one of the greatest

concentrations of Bald Eagles south of Canada. Prime habitat for Bald Eagles includes

undisturbed forests with open water and abundant fish (ibid).

2.5.3. Osprey

Osprey populations are currently healthy and are not listed as "sensitive" by the

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife (ODFW); however, osprey nest sites are sensitive

to nearby human disturbance (ODFW, 1997) and such sites are protected by current

specified resource site protection requirements of the Forest Practices Act (OAR 629-

665-110). The osprey population in Oregon has increased over the last several decades.
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In 1992, there were 890 known osprey nest site locations, 47% of which were on private

lands (ODF, 1992), primarily west of the Cascades.

Suitable nesting sites are considered a limiting factor for many osprey populations

in Oregon. Ospreys nest in large, tall trees and will repeatedly use one or several

alternative established nest sites. The use of large, broken-top trees that potentially may

not persist for a long span of time requires the maintenance of potential replacement

trees. The Board of Forestry established protection goals for osprey nest sites because

osprey nest in large snags and broken-top trees which may not be retained under standard

forest practice rules (ibid).

2.5.4. Great Blue Heron

Like osprey, the great blue population in Oregon is satisfactory in both extent and

number and is not listed as a state sensitive species (ODFW, 1997). It establishes nesting

colonies in large trees near water and may renest in established nests each year (USGS,

2003). In Oregon, the onset of breeding activity has been observed as early as late

January though generally is initiated in February. During this period, birds may be

particularly susceptible to human disturbance (Bayer, 1994). Specified resource site

rules prohibit an operation within a quarter-mile of nesting herons during the period

February 15 through July 31 if it is determined that a proposed operation would cause

herons to flush from 'their nests (OAR 629-665-0120(2)(b).

3. Materials and Methods
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3.1. Sampling rationale

The research strategy evolved from discussions with ODF personnel responsible for

specified resource site policy implementation, monitoring, and evaluation. Data from

three nested levels of organization were gathered and analyzed to address the study

objectives (Figure 1). The broadest scale of analysis entailed the quantitative analysis of

the interactions between specified resource site regulations and proposed forest

operations throughout Oregon. The methods included the query and summary of

Methods

Interviews and text coding

Interviews with ODF staff and
review of administrative

documents

Analysis of the F.
database

Figure 1. Purposive sampling scheme and related methods

statewide data in the Forest Activity Computerized Tracking System (FACTS) database.
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The quantitative methods were used to determine the extent and distribution of policy

interactions across Oregon.

In order to corroborate the results from the quantitative analysis and gather more

detailed data regarding the implementation of specified resource site policy, both

quantitative and qualitative data were collected in selected ODF administrative units.

This level of analysis provided data regarding the procedures used by ODF staff in the

chosen administrative units to implement specified resource site policy. In addition, the

review of administrative documents and interviews with ODF staff generated a list of

potential NIPF owners from which the third level of data collection and analysis could

occur. The collection and analysis of interviews with selected NIPF owners was used to

identify a range of perceptions, attitudes, and responses regarding the implementation of

specified resource site policy.

Qualitative methods have been widely used to identify the attitudes and perspectives

of stakeholders involved in natural resource issues (e.g. Greene et al., 2000; Makopondo,

2003; McLean and Jensen, 2004). Quantitative methods such as surveys presuppose a

range of issues of importance to respondents (Bliss and Martin, 1989). The use of

qualitative methods provides multiple perspectives and a "rich description" (Geertz,

1973) of the phenomenon under examination. It is based on anthropological research

methods that interpret interviews, artifacts, and observations of people's behavior and

context to describe and explain a phenomenon of interest (Fitchen, 1990). The

presentation of raw data, in the form of interview quotations, document excerpts or

detailed observations, is an accepted format in social research (Hull et al., 2001; Edwards
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and Bliss, 2003; Brandenburg and Carroll, 1995; Hinrichs, 1998). The use of quotes

illustrates and exemplifies the interpretations and analysis of the researcher and allows

the reader to assess the reasonableness of the interpretation made by the researcher.

3.2. Quantitative methods

3.2.1. Querying the FACTS Database

Operational notification data for proposed forest operations is centrally stored in the

FACTS database (personal communication, Jim Cathcart and Gregg Kline, ODF, 10

October 2003). ODF has used FACTS since 1991, however data prior to 1993 may be

unreliable (personal communication, Rod Krahmer, ODF, 10 November 2003) and was

not analyzed in this study. Thus, FACTS data was used to tabulate the extent of

interactions between proposed operations and potential specified resource sites across all

ODF districts during the period 1993-2003. The FACTS data includes notifications of

proposed operation, including those labeled with codes specified resource sites when the

operation is within V2 mile of a potential site. For the purpose of this research, these are

considered "flagged" notifications.

Microsoft Access queries were constructed for the following categories:

notification number, unit number, county, ownership type (IPF, NIPF, Other), resource

code (this category includes specified resource site categories), and water (includes

"significant wetlands".) ODF jurisdiction is comprised of administrative areas that are

further stratified into districts and finally, administrative units as the smallest area of

organization. Because landowners submit their notifications to the appropriate

administrative unit, queries were run for each separate administrative unit. Queries were
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constructed in several steps (Appendix B). The initial query extracted all NOAP records

during the period 1993-2003 and their associated landowner class. A subsequent query

included the resource codes and significant wetlands. Results were stratified based on

ownership type to determine the number of sites occurring on industrial private forests

(IPF), non-industrial private forests (NIPF), and public lands, respectively. The results

were summarized and tabulated to describe the number and types of specified resource

site-operation interactions by ownership class in each ODF administrative unit.

An analysis of quantitative data from one of the selected ODF administrative units

was also conducted. The Klamath administrative unit maintains a Microsoft Access

database of all forest operations that required written plans back to 1993. A query was

devised to summarize all operations during the period 1993-2003 requiring written plans

in order to meet protection goals for active specified resource sites. The results of this

query were compared with the results of FACTS analysis for that unit to compare the

number of operations proximate to potential specified resource site with number of

operations actually resulting in protection measures for active sites.

3.3. Qualitative Methods

3.3.1. Site Selection

We used the data from the FACTS analysis to select prospective study areas for

interviews and the review of administrative documents. Those administrative units in

which the number of interactions between NIPF operations and potential specified

resource sites was greatest were selected as potential study sites. It was assumed that the

greatest number of NIPF operations requiring written plans in order to meet specified
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resource site protection goals would occur in these units. An additional basis for

selecting administrative units was anecdotal information regarding those areas in which

specified resource site protection had frequently occurred in the past. ODF personnel and

NIPF landowners cited the Roseburg area as one in which spotted owl core areas were

significantly affecting NIPF forest management. On the east side of the Cascades, ODF

personnel cited the Klamath area of the Kiamath-Lake District as one in which bald eagle

sites had affected past NIPF operations. Of the ODF districts east of the Cascades,

analysis of FACTS data indicated that the Kiamath unit of the Kiamath-Lake District

received the greatest number of NIPF notifications associated with potential specified

resource sites, chiefly bald eagle sites.

3.3.2. Study Areas

The selected study areas included the Roseburg unit of the Douglas district in

South-central Oregon, approximately coterminous with Douglas County, and the

Klamath unit of the Klamath-Lake District, approximately coterminous with Klamath

County, east of the Cascade Range (Figure 2).

3.3.2.1. Roseburg unit of the Douglas district

The Oregon Department of Forestry Douglas district and Douglas Forest Protection

Association share responsibility for protecting 1.6 million acres of state, county, and

private land in Douglas County (personal communication, Tom Fields, Douglas Forest

Protection Association, 2004). The Douglas district includes vegetation communities

and forest types characteristic of the Coast Range, Western Cascade, and Klamath

Mountain Ecoregions, including extensive Douglas fir/western hemlock forests, mixed
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hardwood/conifer stands, and true fir and white pine at higher elevations (Oregon Natural

Heritage Advisory Council, 1998).

Forest harvesting and production employs approximately 19% of the workforce in

Douglas County

(Douglas County

Information

Technology, 2004) and

the industrial forest

lands within the unit's

purview are among the

nation's most

productive forestlands,

comprised primarily of

Douglas fir. In addition

to productive

Figure 2. Study areas for qualitative research included forestlands, the

Klamath and Douglas Counties
Roseburg unit includes

a portion of the BLM Tyee Study Area, northwest of Roseburg, Oregon. The Tyee Study

Area is one of four study areas in which Northern Spotted Owl populations are stable,

based on preliminary findings in a study of Northern Spotted Owl demographics within

the area of the Northwest Forest Plan (Anthony et al., 2004). The combination of

favorable conditions for forest growth and timber production, extensive spotted owl

&AMAT'4
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presence, and a mixed ownership of private industrial and non-industrial forest lands and

public lands create circumstances leading to a large number of potential interactions

between NIPF landowners and spotted owl sites.

3.3.3. Kiamath unit of the Kiamath-Lake District

The Klamath unit of the ODF Klamath-Lake district lays within the East Cascades

ecoregion, characterized by lodgepole and ponderosa pine forests, a network of Klamath

Basin lakes and wetlands, and diverse montane forests. Annual rainfall ranges between

14-26 inches a year. The formerly extensive wetlands of the Klamath Basin have been

drained for agriculture. Nonetheless, the presence of numerous springs, seeps, irrigated

pastureland, meadows, and marshes provide extensive pasture for grazing and suitable

habitat for overwintering eagles and migratory waterfowl (Oregon Natural Heritage

Advisory Council, 1998). Recognizing the importance of wetlands in Eastern Oregon,

the specified resource site requirements include "important springs" in Eastern Oregon as

significant wetlands, in addition to the estuaries, bogs, and significant wetlands in excess

of eight acres included for consideration west of the Cascades (OAR 629-645-000, 1998).

Agriculture, timber, and tourism comprise the primary economic sectors in the

Klamath region (www.fact-index.comlklkllklamathcourityoregon.html). The Klamath

Forest Protection Association members, both industrial and non-industrial, manage

approximately 836,000 acres throughout the Klamath-Lake District. Six hundred and

eighteen notifications of forest operations were submitted in 2002 (ODF, 2003).

According to the 2002 report, one hundred and forty-two written plans were submitted
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for operations proximate to significant wetlands, the vast majority for operations on

industrial lands.

3.3.4. Review of Administrative Documents

ODF records were examined at selected district offices to confirm the location of

active specified resource sites, the ownerships in which the interaction with the proposed

forest operation occurred, and the effect on the proposed forest operation. Administrative

records and maps were analyzed in an attempt to compare the number of potential

conflicts identified in the FACTS database ("flagged notifications") with the number of

actual operations near which active specified resource sites were established. Based on a

FACTS query going back to 2001, ODF stewardship foresters identified operational files

meeting criteria of interest for the study. We reviewed the files for information regarding

the process of determining potential specified resource site conflicts, noting the nature

and size of the intended operation, the type of resource site, and whether a courtesy letter

was sent regarding the potential conflict. We also reviewed written plans submitted by

landowners and the correspondence between the landowners and ODF stewardship

foresters evaluating the sites.

There is no standardized process for documenting the evaluation of specified

resource sites. In the Roseburg area, we relied on the memory of stewardship foresters to

clarify documentation in the operation folders. The stewardship foresters in the Roseburg

and Kiamath offices have a combined 36 years of experience interacting with NIPF

landowners and evaluating their operations. Together, the interviews with ODF staff and
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administrative documents provided detail and history about the intent and evaluation of

specified resource sites.

3.3.5. Interviews

Interviews were essential to develop a detailed understanding of NTPF perceptions

about specified resource site policy. Interviews were used to further corroborate both the

information from the Notifications of Operation in the FACTS database and the review of

the administrative documents at the district office. Purposive sampling (Robson, 1993)

entailed the deliberate selection of individuals who could provide information that would

facilitate the development of both a broad and detailed understanding of the phenomenon

of interest. In order to fulfill the objective of identifying a range of NIPF owner

perceptions and responses regarding wildlife and habitat conservation and specified

resource site policy, an intentional effort was made to identify landowners who could

provide perspectives both negative and positive, critical and supportive, and relating to

the various types of resource site.

We queried FACTS data dating back to 2001 for all NIPF operations and associated

landowner and business names with potential specified resource sites. As previously

mentioned, the review of documents and further detail regarding the implementation of

specified resource sites required a reliance upon the collective memory of ODF staff in

the selected administrative units. They were asked about the circumstances of specific

specified resource site evaluations and for clarification regarding documentation in

operational folders. Given the turnover of staff and the gradual loss of clarity about

events further back in the past, a subjective decision was made to develop a list of
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potential interviewees interacting with ODF since 2001. However, one interview was

conducted with a landowner who had an operation near an osprey resource site back in

1994. The documentation for this landowner included notifications from 1994 and 2001.

The documentation regarding the outcome of this interaction was ambiguous. During the

interview with this landowner, it was established that the site in question related to their

1994 operation.

Query results were forwarded to ODF stewardship foresters in the Roseburg and

Kiamath Falls offices for their review and comment. ODF stewardship foresters checked

the results, removing any of the landowners who were not considered private non-

industrial owners. Generally, ODF considers NIPF landowners those with approximately

less than approximately 5,000 acres and without industrial log processing facilities. One

landowner interviewed for this study owns approximately 8,000 acres; however, an ODF

forester confirmed that that landowner is considered an NIPF owner. ODF foresters were

also asked to identify from the results which landowner operations fulfilled one or more

of the following criteria:

Landowner submitted a notification, chose not to do an operation, possibly due to

conflict with resource site protection goals

Landowner submitted notification, field evaluation was required, process

determined no conflict, a site did not become active

Landowner submitted notification, evaluation determined a conflict, site became

active and landowner submitted written plan or altered operation
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Based on the review of documentation such as written plans submitted by

landowners for specified resource sites and courtesy letters attached to notifications

potentially in conflict with specified resource sites, as well as the names from the ODF

foresters, a list of 12 potential informants in Douglas County and 7 potential informants

in Klamath County was complied.

A process of snowball sampling (Bliss, 1999) was used, in which each person

interviewed was asked to identify other potential interviewees based on the criteria listed

above or their involvement in the specified resource site process. During interviews with

ODF staff, additional names of landowners whose circumstances met the selection

criteria arose that were not identified during the review of documents. These individuals

were also considered potential informants. We phoned potential informants and invited

their participation in the study. Participants signed consent forms and confidentiality

agreements approved by the Oregon State University Institutional Review Board. Four

interviews included visits to sites that had been evaluated as potential specified resource

sites. The remaining interviews took place in respondents' homes or offices. We also

conducted interviews with ODF personnel and other individuals knowledgeable

regarding specified resource site policy and forest management by private landowners.

The 'thirteen landowners interviewed for this study are not intended to be

representative of all NIPF owners in Oregon; they are selected from a substantially

smaller subset of NIPF owners in the selected administrative units who' ye been involved

with specified resource site policy (Figure 1). The base of the pyramid consists of all

NIPF owners in Oregon. A smaller subset consists of NIPF landowners who intend to
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initiate commercial operations on their forest property and could be affected by specified

resource site requirements. Each successive level of the pyramid represents a small

subset of NIPF owners from which the thirteen interview respondents were selected.

Consequently, the potential
Table 1. List of NIPF interviewees in selected ODF

interviewees were selected

from those landowners who've

been involved in the process of

evaluating potential specified

resource site conflicts in the

Klamath and Roseburg

administrative units.

In the Roseburg area,

two cases were identified in

which the establishment of

spotted owl core areas

involved multiple landowners

were identified. In one case,

three landowners from two

different ownerships were

interviewed. In the other case,

five landowners from three

different ownerships were interviewed. We interviewed multiple owners to gather

administrative units.

Pseudonym Ownership Resource site
Size (acres)

Ken

Lucius

Sam and
Laura

Titus

Nick and
Andy

Kelly

Billy

Renzo

Philip

type

Osprey

Same Spotted
Owl

Spotted Owl

Spotted Owl

Same Spotted
Owl

20

43

140

206

2,500

571

2,000

5,000

Significant
Wetland

Significant
Wetland and
Bald Eagle

Nest
Significant

Wetland and
Bald Eagle

Nest

8,000
Sally and
David
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detailed information regarding the complexity of owl resource site establishment

involving multiple ownerships. In total, thirteen landowners, 10 from the Douglas

district and 3 from the Klamath unit, were interviewed (Table 1). Six other individuals,

including ODF and federal personnel and other landowners interested in or involved with

the implementation of specified resource site policy, were asked to provide perspectives

and background regarding the issues raised by informants. For reporting the results of

interviews, actual names have been replaced with pseudonyms in an effort to protect

confidentiality.

Semi-structured interviews (Robson, 1993) lasted 1-3 hours in length, addressing

broad themes including perceptions and attitudes regarding endangered species

protection, perceptions and behavior in response to the Forest Practices Act, and specific

perceptions and attitudes in response to specified resource site protection requirements.

Respondents were asked open-ended questions regarding their management practices and

objectives, history of their land ownership, relationship with ODF, views regarding

wildlife and habitat. The same themes (Appendix C) were covered with each respondent;

however the specific wording and order in which these themes were addressed varied

with the circumstances of the interview. An open-ended process was used to allow

respondents to talk at length about those aspects of the subject that were most relevant to

them. In the event a respondent did not address a subject of interest, specific questions

were asked to elicit perceptions and attitudes. The graduate advisor supervising the

research was present as a participant-observer during three of the interviews in order to

observe and advise regarding the interview methodology.
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Interviews were recorded using an Olympus DM-1 digital recorder. We

transcribed all the interviews. On occasion, respondents were subsequently contacted for

clarification regarding information in the interviews.

The analysis of interviews was an inductive process. This was not a deductive

process to test predetermined themes identified in the literature regarding NIPF

perceptions and attitudes. As interviews and analysis progressed, certain themes

common to multiple interviews were identified. Subsequent interviews were analyzed to

determine whether these themes were present. Theoretical saturation (Robson, 1993)

occurred somewhere between interviews with the 10th and 13th respondents; most of the

information shared by respondents at this point was similar to perspectives shared by

respondents in earlier interviews. At this point, it was decided that additional interview

effort would provide little additional information that would contribute to understanding

NIPF perspectives of specified resource site policy.

Interviews were analyzed to identify themes that describe and explain

respondents' perceptions, attitudes, and responses to the conservation of wildlife habitat

and specified resource site policy. Transcripts were coded using Atlas ti qualitative

analysis software in order to identifi themes emerging from the respondents' interviews.

"Coding" is a process of analysis in which key concepts related to the research question

are identified based on the recurrence and grouping of similar concepts expressed by

respondents (Strauss, 1998). Initial codes include open and in vivo codes based on the

language of the respondents. Axial coding is a subsequent level of abstraction in which

similar open and in vivo codes are grouped into a code representative ofan emerging
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concept. For example, initial codes were based on the actual language of respondents,

such as "there are certain things we can't do" and "can't do what we want". In a process

of increasing abstraction, such comments were coded to identify categories of similar

statements (Figure 3). For instance, based on respondents' comments regarding the

power and authority they retained over their property, categories were identified

suggesting that landowners either experienced or did not some loss of control of their

property due to specified resource site regulations. This range of comments, both

negative and positive was identified as a theme of power and control common in all the

interviews.

The results of the coding process were discussed with the graduate advisor for this

study and with peers engaged in similar work to ensure the quality of the coding methods

used. Two pages from two separate interviews were given to three peers who were

familiar with interview coding. They were not told the research questions but asked to

code the interview segments, identifying and coding sections that they thought could be

important or illustrative of broader concepts. The results of this independent coding were

than compared with the research coding. While there were differences in the terminology

of the codes, the identified concepts of interest were similar.

3.4. Limitations

There are a number of limitations to using FACTS data for analysis. Personnel in

each ODF district office enter data from notifications of operation. Both within and

between ODF district offices, the process by which data is entered is not standardized.
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Due to changes in personnel, duty changes, illness, absence, and any other number of

factors, it is likely there is substantial variation in the accuracy of the data entered into

FACTS (Chuck Aylworth, ODF information technology/applications, personal

comnrnnication, 19 February 2004).

The answer to the question of whether non-industrial forest owners are

disproportionately affected by specified resource site policy depends upon the measure

one uses. While the FACTS data regarding interactions between proposed operations and

potential sites relative to ownership class was used to answer this question, another

measure is the actual costs of protection in each ownership class relative to total revenue

or ownership size. This study did not determine the costs of protection goals for smaller

forest-holdings relative to industrial forest owners. This question was not addressed in

this study and it may well be that the relative economic impact between 1FF and NIPF

owners is disproportionate.

Finally, this was not a representative sample of NIPF landowners in Oregon

affected by specified resource policy. The qualitative results cannot be generalized to

describe NIPF owners in Oregon. The results do suggest possible themes that may be

common among landowners affected by specified resource site and similar policies.

Even if one could determine the views of all NIPF owners affected by this policy, it only

considers those NIPF owners conducting forest operations in Oregon. The perceptions

and attitudes regarding NIIPF forest owners who are not affected by specified resource

site policy are outside the consideration of this study.



4. Results

4.1. The extent of specified resource site interactions throughout
Oregon.

Overall, the

total number of

"flagged" notifications

is small (4.1%) relative

to the number of

notifications submitted

during the period 1993-

2003 (Table 2). The

low percentage of

5.

Table 2. Number of submitted notifications and "flagged"
notifications, by ownership class, 1993-2003.

I Public ownership or n,, ounerohip specified

0

'-----NiPF notihcations ---- 1FF notifications Other notificticus *---Totai notifications

Figure. 4. Annual "flagged" notifications from all ownership classes throughout Oregon,
1993-2003
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Ownership Submitted "Flagged"
"Flagged"

notifications
within each

class Notifications notifications ownership
class

g (%) # (%)

md ustrial
private 87,718 (42.9) 5,406 (64.4) 6.2
(IPF)

Non-
industrial
private 100 550 (49.1) 2,675 (31.8) 2.7

(NIPF)

Other 16,461 (8.0) 317 (3.8) 1.9

Total 204,729 (100.0) 8,398 (100.0)
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"flagged" notifications suggests that overall, the operations affected by resource site

protection goals is very small compared to all the operations conducted. While NTPF

owners submitted the majority of notifications during the period 1993-2003, "flagged"

industrial notifications were approximately twice the number of "flagged" NIPF

notifications (Table 2).

The annual number of "flagged" notifications has fluctuated following a steady

decline from 1994 through 1998 (Figure 4). The fluctuation may correlate with market

cycles of timber harvest and annual sales. Annually, "flagged" NIPF notifications as a

percentage of all "flagged" notifications peaked at 48% in 1994. Since 1998, "flagged"

NIPF notifications have fluctuated around 129 per year. The number of "flagged"

notifications in 2003 declined from the previous year even as Oregon recorded the

highest level of logging since 1993 (Kadera, 2004). Each "flagged notification" may

interact with one or more potential resource sites and each site may interact with one or

more operations, resulting in a substantially greater number of potential interactions than

the total of "flagged" notifications would indicate. Each interaction theoretically requires

some evaluation to determine whether a conflict will exist between a site and an

operation.



Potential resource site interactions with NIPF operations were greatest in the

Table 3. Potential resource site interactions by ODF
administrative unit and ownership class, 1993-2003.

I Public ownership or no ownershp specified

Douglas district (Table 3),

followed by the Grants Pass,

Veneta, and Kiamath Falls

districts. The number of

notifications classified as

"other" is the least of all three

groups. "Other" includes

notifications from cities,

counties, state agencies, and

the federal government, all of

which harvest on a

significantly smaller scale

than both private landowner

classifications. The

percentage of "other"

notifications "flagged" for

proximity to specified

resource sites is also the smallest (1.9%) (Table 2). This may be because state and

federal forests are the source of many of those notifications. Given that planners at ODF,

the BLM, and the USFS often have prior knowledge of the location of many sensitive

resources, including potential resource sites, harvests are often planned to avoid these
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Administrative
Unit F IPF Other'

Total
(all

classes)

Tillamook 14 262 41 317
Astoria 83 127 182 392
Forest Grove 22 20 11 53
Columbia City 64 39 1 104
Phi a math 149 428 78 655
Dallas 17 89 0 106
Toledo 67 279 4 350
Mollala 19 6 4 29
Santiam-
Marion 10 6 4 20

Mollala-Sandy 24 0 0 24
Medford 171 893 12 1076
Grants Pass 530 522 120 1172
Douglas FPA 1950 12359 166 14475
Coos Bay 161 6958 43 7162
Springfield 67 320 10 397
Veneta 515 15463 117 16095
Sweet Home 225 1566 5 1796
Santiam-Linn 12 295 4 311
Prineville 2 3 1 6
John Day 0 0 0 0
Fossil 1 0 0 1

The Dalles 6 36 7 49
La Grande 13 21 0 34
Baker 2 0 0 2
Pendleton 2 0 0 2
Wallowa 122 41 9 172
Kiamath Falls 275 443 14 732
Lakeview 4 176 0 180

4,527 40,352 833 45,712
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sites entirely, outside the '/2 mile distance at which notifications are flagged" (pers.

comm., Rod Krahmer, 5 November 2004). Whether NIPF forest operations are

disproportionately affected by resource site policy depends upon the measurement

criterion. While seemingly the same measurement, the results differ based on whether

one tabulates notifications or the interactions between sites and proximate operations.

There are two ways to use FACTS data to assess resource site policy interactions and the

results differ because the relationship between a notification and a potential specified

resource site is not a singular relationship. In the FACTS database, a notification of

operation may be "flagged" if the proposed operation is proximate to one or more sites

subject to specified resource site protection goals. The "flagged" operations are

evaluated for their potential conflict with the protection goals of each resource site.

Consequently, one measure of policy interactions is the number of "flagged"

notifications. Another measure of policy interactions is the proximity of each site to one

or more adjacent proposed forest operations. Consequently, one site could affect several



adjacent operations, resulting in numerous policy interactions from one site. Figure 5

illustrates the different measurements of policy interactions arising when one considers

notifications or sites as the source of potential interactions. The diagram represents a

public parcel of land, three non-industrial forest parcels, and an industrial forest parcel.

Forest operations have been

proposed across 'the extent of

each private parcel, resulting Public Land

in one notification from an

industrial forest owner and

three notifications from NIPF
Northern
Spotted Proposed

owners. There are two sites Owl Ne NIPF

which require evaluation as

possible specified resource

sites, an osprey nest and a

northern spotted owl nest.
Figure 5. Differing measures of policy interactions based

The circles represent areas on "flagged" notifications and physical sites.

potentially affected by resource site protection goals for the respective species. The size

of the buffer around a site depends upon the type of site. Thus, in the example, the

potential area protected around an osprey nest is significantly smaller than the total area

surrounding the spotted owl resource site. The circles are not intended to represent the

actual shape of forested buffers on the ground, as this will vary depending upon the

conditions of a site. All four notifications have been "flagged" to evaluate possible

Proposed
IPF

Proposed NIP
oneration

48

Proposed NIPF
operation

Osprey
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conflicts with the resource sites. Two of the NIPF operations will be evaluated for both

the northern spotted owl and the osprey sites, while two notifications, an NIPF and IPF

notification, interact only with the owl site, resulting in 6 resource site interactions. Thus,

while this situation results in 4 notifications, 3 NIPF and 1 IPF, "flagged" for proximity

to potential resource sites, there are a total of 6 interactions that will be evaluated for

potential conflicts. The proportion of "flagged" NIPF notifications differs from the

proportion of resource site interactions affecting NIPF operations. These interactions

between an operation and proximate sites are reflected in Tables 4, 7, and 9.

Finally, the number of interactions between proposed operations and potential

specified resource sites derived from the FACT database does not indicate the number of

operations for which protection goals were actually established on the ground. Thus, all

results from the FACTS database tally interactions with potential rather than active

specified resource sites. Review of administrative documents and discussions with ODF

personnel indicated that the number of operations actually affected by specified resource

site protection goals is less than the potential number of affected operations indicated by

the FACTS data.

By either measure described above, NIPF owners do not appear to be

disproportionately affected by specified resource site policy. As noted earlier, while

NIPF owners submitted nearly half of all notifications during the years 1993-2003,

approximately one-third of all "flagged" notifications were for NIPF operations. For all

notifications submitted by NIPF owners, only 2.7% were "flagged" (Table 2). Ten

percent of all potential resource site interactions were with NIPF notifications (Table 4).



I BEN=Bald Eagle Nest, BE? Bald Eagle Foraging Perch, BER=Bald Eagle Roos BIO=Site of Ecological or Scientfic Sign ificance, GBH=Greai Blue heron
Nesting and Roasting Sues, NSO=Northern Spotted Owl Nest Sites, OSP- Osprey Nesting Site, SBS=Sensitive Bird Site, T&E= Threatened and Endangered Bird

Site, SWSignifIcant Wetland
2 Public ownership or no ownership specified

'1p
C)

0

CD

CD

0

0
pC

CD 0
o

CD

(.) 0

CD

CD

CD

Ownership class BEN BEP BER BlO GBH NSO OSP SBS T&E SW Total (%)

Industrial(IPF) 3572

543

76

74

4

5

177

119

9

31

18

13

514

180

7

30099

1940

613

3134

763

50

531

139

10

1979

777

46

241

44

4

40352

4527

833

(88.3)

(9.9)

(1.8)

(100.0)

Non-industrial
private (NTPF)

Other2

Total 4191 83 260 62 701 32652 3947 680 2802 289 45712
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For all ownership classes, the greatest number of potential interactions occurred with

spotted owl nest sites (7 1%) followed by bald eagle nest sites (9.2%) (Table 4). The

potential resource site interactions most frequently associated with NIPF operations that

could result in specific protection requirements at a site were spotted owls (43%), ospreys

(17%), and bald eagle nests (12%) (Table 4).

Table 5. Number of "flagged" notifications from FACTS database,
One

by region, 1993-003

I 4*ismECQT. J1nD R ThEDhIe IaGrn fl Tfrda'a WIIatq JaiuhRI2 Itktew
Tilknrxic Aai ThOt Hin Th!lonj ü Tdø1k M'Idc4 kfria Mi/cia-

Wan Outh Rthig U d4 anwLki

2Picaipofid

aspect of

spotted owl

resource site

protection

goals not

reflected in

the FACTS

data is the

potential

involvement

of adjacent

landowners.

Because spotted owl protection goals currently specify 70-acre core areas, ODF guidance

recommends the involvement of adjacent landowners in the discussion of demarcating

the core area. Thus, the FACTS data may under-represent the number of landowners

ultimately affected by northern spotted owl specified resource sites.

pQ2s
Q1FkiniiwUits'

BcfGBaks

hxtial e
(lii)

5,251 155

Nihu1ipie
2,511 164

18

Tctal 8,Q51 337



There were significantly fewer "flagged" notifications east of the Cascades as

compared with west of the range (Table 5), most of which occurred in the Kiamath unit

of the Kiamath-Lake District. The lesser number of "flagged" notifications east of the

Table 6. Number of submitted notifications and "flagged" notifications,
by ownership class, Roseburg unit of the Douglas district, 1993-2003.

Ownership class
Submitted

notifications
"Flagged"

notifications

Total
I Public ownership or no ownership specified

"Flagged"
not i fi c at io n S

within each
ownership
class

Cascades is presumably a reflection of the lesser number of forest operations overall

relative to the west side.

4.1.1. The Roseburg unit, Douglas district
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(%) (%) %

6655 (38.7) 1821 (60.48) 27.4

8860 (51.5) 1140 (37.86) 12.9

1676 (9.8) 50 (1.66) 3.0

17191 (100.0) 3011 (100.0)

Industrial private
(IP F)

Non-industrial
private (NIPF)

Other'
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The Douglas district had the greatest number of potential resource site

interactions associated with NIPF notifications. In the Douglas district, approximately

17.5% of submitted notifications were "flagged" (Table 6). While NIPF landowners

submitted over 50% of all notifications, approximately 38% of all "flagged" notifications

were from NIPF owners. Approximately 14% of all potential resource site interactions

Table 7. Potential resource site interaction by type and ownership class, Douglas
district, 1993-2003

were with NIPF operations (Table 7). On all ownerships, the greatest source of potential

resource site interactions was Northern Spotted Owl nest sites. This was confirmed in

conversations with ODF personnel in the Roseburg office who said that the time they

spend evaluating potential resource site conflicts is related to spotted owl nest.

CXms1ipdass BEN BFP BFR BLO GBH O (N SI T&E SW Total (%)

756 0 0 0 1 9421 1027 21 1133 0 12359 (85.4)

N-iffkst1ia1
çiite 120 0 0 0 45 934 418 4 429 0 1950 (13.)

1 0 0 0 0 147 11 0 3 4 166 (0.01)

Tdal 877 0 0 0 46 10502 1456 25 1565 4 14475

I BFRP4dFa?eM3t, BFJ'BddE 1eFarpPe,d BER dFleRw BI&e aificficr,n Gi9JG"etPJt
IniNes1thijng9ie t/ntiOI\&es 6P i\sw&t SBS'Sensiiiw nit T&E hr jdjt1

Sfiaat WetJcni
2Ptdiic o*av*fia1



potential sites

"Flagged"(Table 8). For all
notifications

Submitted
"Flagged" within eachownerships, bald

Ownership class notifications
notifications ownership

classeagles nests were
(%) (%)

the most
Jidustrial private

3959 (553) 101 (49.5) 2.6
(IPF)numerous of

potential resource

sites, followed by

osprey nests

(Table 9).
Total 7,158 (100.0) 204 (100.0)

1 public oiership or oemhip not specified

However, annual

reports compiled by the Kiamath-Lake district indicate 50 written plans submitted for

significant wetlands in 2002 alone, suggesting that significant wetlands may be a greater

source for potential resource site interactions than osprey nests. The Klamath unit

maintains a database of written plans required for forest operations, including those

submitted in which landowners outline their measures to protect specified resource sites.
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4.1.2. Klamath administrative unit of the Kiamath-Lake district

In the Klamath unit, a small number of notifications (2.8%) were associated with

potential specified resource sites. The percentage of submitted NIPF notifications

(3 7.7%) was less than the percentage of "flagged" NIPF notifications (47.1%). However,

only a small percentage (3.6%) of all NTPF notifications were "flagged" for possible

conflicts with Table 8. Number of submitted notifications and "flagged"
notifications, by ownership class, Klamath unit, 1993-2003

Non-industrial
private (NIPF)

2,697 (37.7) 96 (47.1) 3.6

Other1 502 (7.0) 7 (3.4) 1,4



Ownership class BEN BEP BER BlO GBH NSO OSP SBS T&E SW Total (%)

Industrial (IPF) 139 0 0 0 1 23 185 11 51 33 443 (60.5)

Non-industrial
110 0 0 0 0 19 16 18 102 10 275 (37.6)private (NIPF)

Other2 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 14 (1.9)

Total 258 1 0 0 1 42 201 29 157 43 732
1 BEN=Bald Eagle Nest, BEP Bald Eagle Foraging Perch, BER =Bald Eagle Roost, BlO Site of Ecological or Scientific Sign/icance, GBH=Greai
Blue Heron Nesting and Roosteng Sites, NSO=Northern Spotted Owl Nest Sites, OSP=Osprey Nesting Site, SBS'Sensitive Bird Site, T&E=
Threatened and Endangered Bird Site

2 Public owners/-i/I or ownershi, not sa cci ied
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Written plans specifying protection for significant wetlands were the most numerous,

followed by plans for bald eagle nest sites (Table 10). The results suggest that less than

half the operations "flagged" for possible conflicts with bald eagle sites actually required

Table 10. Comparison of potential resource site interactions from FACTS
database with interactions requiring written plans, Klamath unit, 1993-2003.

some level of protection. A query of the written plan database for the period 1993-2003

indicated that NIPF owners submitted approximately 200 written plans for operations

proximate to specified resource sites, primarily significant wetlands. This is significantly

greater than the number of "flagged" NIPF notifications (Table 8). The expected result

would be larger number of "flagged" notifications than written plans. The discrepancy

"Flagged"
notifications

(FACTS)

# of
interaction
requiring
written
plans

Bald eagle nest sites 258 100

Bald Eagle perch sites 1 3

Northern Spotted Owl 42 12

Osprey 201 9

Great Blue Herons 1 2

Significant wetland, including springs and
forested wetlands 43 554

Total 546 680
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may be a result of the query methods or an indication of inaccuracies in the FACTS

database.

ODF personnel in the Kiamath unit suggested that the establishment of specified

resource site goals on NIPF land holdings occurs infrequently, that the vast majority of

their sites occur on industrial lands. NIPF owners submitted an average of 18 written

plans per year during the period 1993-2003 outlining their measures to protect specified

resource sites. Currently, all northern spotted owl specified resource sites in the Kiamath

unit are on federal or private industrial lands. The quantitative results suggest that

specified resource site policy does not affect operations uniformly throughout the ODF

jurisdiction. Industrial operations appear far more likely to require evaluation for

potential conflicts than NIPF operations and landowners west of the Cascades are far

more likely to have a notification "flagged" for potential conflicts with a resource site

than landowners east of the Cascades. Based on the measures used here, NIPF operations

do not appear to be disproportionately affected by specified resource site policy. The

greatest number of interactions occurs with spotted owl sites, one of the most complex

types of specified resource site. These sites often require the involvement of multiple

agencies and landowners in the evaluation and establishment of protection goals. The

FACTS results reported here also conflict with the data from the Klamath Falls

administrative unit regarding significant wetlands, which may be a more widespread

protection issue than bald eagle sites east of the Cascades. The results highlight the

challenge of using FACTS data as a measure of the extent of specified resource site



policy on the ground, since FACTS data does not indicate which operations resulted in

the establishment of active specified resource sites and the attendant requirements.

4.2. Threatened and endangered species protection and specified
resource site policy: perceptions, attitudes, and processes

During interviews, respondents talked about both a broad range of topics and in

detail about specific topics of interest and concern. Interviews with ODF staff and the

review of ODF documents contributed to development of the themes arising from

interviews with landowners. These interrelated concepts reflect landowner's perceptions,

attitudes, and responses to the implementation of specified resource site policy. For

example, a respondent who questions the credibility of a resource site decision by an

ODF official may resent the application of protection goals to a portion of his forest land,

perceiving it as an attempt to strip him of his power as a landowner.

Respondents' perceptions were interpreted and categorized based on the themes

arising during the interviews. Five main themes arose from the interviews, of which two

had identifiable sub-themes (Table 11). Power and Control, including sub-themes

related to loss of withdrawal rights and loss of authority and control, arose from

respondents' concerns regarding the loss of decision-making authority over their

management decisions or restrictions of their ability to harvest timber. Perception of the

site evaluation process arose from landowner comments regarding interpersonal

communication and dynamics during the process of evaluating potential specified

resource sites and establishing protection goals. This theme also relates to the cost,

clarity, and transparency of the decision-making process and establishment of protection

goals. Trust and Credibility was comprised of distinctive sub-themes related to

58
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respondents' perceptions of the trustworthiness of government personnel, institutions,

and procedures and the credibility of habitat standards, biological science, and biologists.

Perception of T&E species and habitat protection arose from respondents' comments

regarding their personal observations of wildlife and habitat use, their beliefs regarding

wildlife, habitat, habitat protection, and the impact of their activities on wildlife and

habitat. Uncertainty and Risk reflects respondents' comments regarding the potential

consequences of resource site protection, uncertainty about policies and regulators, and

market uncertainty.

The following sections elaborate these themes and the range of responses in

greater detail. In the tradition of qualitative research, actual quotations from informants

are used to illustrate each theme and convey a sense of the context from which they

derive (Geertz, 1973). These are generalizations based on an interpretation of the

interviews and should not be considered definitive responses, such as survey results.

The themes provide possible explanations of NIPF perceptions, attitudes, and responses

to specified resource site policy and the protection of wildlife habitat generally on private

lands.

4.2.1. Power and Control

".. .And I know for a fact that the private timber companies . .they fight these things
[speaking of specified resource site protection requirements] but they can afford to,
we can't. We basically. . .1 don't want to sound like some sort of radical here, but we
basically have no option, we just are told this is the way it is and if you don't like it,
well, sorry."

-Nick, landowner in Douglas County, with portion ofproperty in owl core area
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Through various comments, respondents indicated their perceptions of the relative

power between themselves and ODF personnel. Landowners expressed a range of

perceptions regarding their ability to influence application of protection goals on their

property and the associated impact on their ability to make forest management decisions.

Sam and Laura, Nick and Andy, and Billy all expressed strong feelings of powerlessness,

noting a loss of control of portions of their property, an inability to effectively challenge

ODF decisions affecting their land, and a lack of management options. Kelly, Lucius,

Ken, Titus, Philip, Renzo, Sally and David all indicated that certain specified resource

site protection requirements did not significantly affect their land management options.

Some, such as Philip, were argumentative during the process of evaluation, clearly not

intimidated by ODF persoimel or the process.

4.2.1.1. Property rights

The disposition of respondents' property rights was a recurring aspect of power

and control throughout the interviews. A perceived loss of ownership rights was

reflected in numerous ways in seven interviews with 10 respondents, including Sam and

Laura, Nick and Andy, Billy, Ken, Sally and David, Billy, and Philip. Other respondents,

including Lucius, Kelly, and Titus, either were not affected by protection goals on their

property or did not perceive protection goals as a significant restriction of their ownership

rights. Schlager and Ostrom (1992) identify the rights of access, withdrawal,

management, exclusion, and alienation as the bundle constituting ownership. In the case

of specified resource site protection goals and restrictions on informants' forest

operations, informants expressed frustration regarding their perceived loss of right to sell
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their timber and the restriction of their management rights. Regarding the spotted owl,

one landowner also suggested they had lost their right of exclusion because they were

unable to exclude spotted owls form their property. Informants perceived some loss of

decision-making ability over a portion of their forest land. The strongest expressions of

this sense of loss were related to the incorporation of respondents' land in spotted owl

core areas. Laura and Sam own forested land in Douglas County. An adjacent

landowner, Lucius, proposed a harvest in a stand of timber adjacent to both a stand of

older trees (60-70 years old) on BLM land and Sam and Laura's trees which are

approximately 3 5-40 years old. Lucius' proposed harvest required an evaluation to

determine whether his operation would cause an owl on BLM land to abandon its nest.

Sam and Laura, as adjacent landowners, were involved in the process. After a couple

meetings with ODF personnel, Lucius, Sam and Laura, and a BLM biologist, it was

determined that Lucius' timber was unsuitable habitat. However, approximately 16 acres

[Laura says "12 acres" in the example below] of Sam and Laura's forest land was

incorporated in a core area to provide a corridor between two parcels of BLM land being

used as late-successional reserve. Laura expressed her frustration at the outcome of those

meetings saying, ". . . So we lost essentially 12 acres of land that we can't do anything

with." Sam and Laura believe their management options have been restricted. ODF has

generally not allowed the harvesting in areas designated as spotted owl core areas.

However, Sam and Laura do retain ownership of that property. Laura feels otherwise,

speaking of their loss of the land rather than ownership rights.
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Nick and Andy own a couple thousand acres in Douglas County. They submitted

a written plan addressing how they would protect an owl site near one of their proposed

operations. Their plan suggested that sufficient habitat for a 70-acre core area was

available on adjacent BLM land and did not require the use of their property. Their plan

was rejected as inadequate for protection of the nest, Andy expressed frustration at the

outcome and the incorporation of 25 acres of his property into a core area:

"We just have to continue with our management as though that [the forests in the
core area] doesn't exist. We have no options, we don't have the right to cut it, I
don't know if we ever will have the right to cut it, we just have to do our
management plan excluding those areas completely."

Even landowners who express general support for the intent of specified resource site

policy and the protection of wildlife habitat may view specified resource site

requirements as another regulation in a process gradually restricting their options and

property rights.

However, while some respondents generally criticized specified resource site

protections as a restriction of their property rights, others distinguished among different

types of sites and the associated effects of protection goals. Renzo, a landowner in

Klamath County, has both bald eagle and significant wetland specified resource sites on

his property. Asked why he seemed accepting of bald eagle protection requirements near

an operation on his property, Renzo said:

"Because I also manage for wildlife and the eagle trees that I would leave
probably would be in areas that.. . were trees that may not have a lot of
commercial value to them; that would have more wildlife value to them. I can
work with the eagle problem; that's the least of the problems with the Forest
Practices Act. That's very manageable for me."



During the process of laying out a bald eagle resource site with an ODF stewardship

forester, Renzo commented on his perception of the protection goals and his right to

manage his property:

"I don't see a problem with it because there's enough flexibility that you can still
log within an eagle management area and those eagle areas will change over time.
In other words, forty years from now there may not be an eagle tree and an eagle
nest there and it would allow you to go in there and harvest the timber."

Nonetheless, speaking of the process delineating a significant wetland resource site,

Renzo said,

"It was time consuming. It's just another step that you have to take in the
bureaucratic process. As any landowner knows, there's less and less things that
you're able to do with your property even though you pay the tax and you try to
practice good stewardship and management."

Renzo expressed repeated frustrations with some aspects of the Forest Practices Act but

noted "it's not as bad as California". He expressed concerns about what he perceives as a

steady erosion of management flexibility for landowners as regulations grow increasingly

complex. While he expressed a willingness to manage his forest land for habitat as well

as timber, noting that working with the "eagle problem" was "very manageable" for him,

he was less accepting about other aspects of the Forest Practices Act, notably a

requirement excluding cutting in a 10-foot buffer adjacent to streams on his property. As

he said at one point:

"...It's takings by the state with no compensation and I was hoping somebody
would sue the state over that to bring it to the courts because in my opinion, it's
not right. I don't have a problem. . . with the 10 foot no-cut, as long as there's
compensation for lost income and lost potential income."
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Landowners such as Renzo distinguish between different requirements in the Forest

Practices Act and even between the different specified resource site protection rules.

While accepting of eagle site protection requirements, he was frustrated with the

significant wetland requirements. Presumably, there is some point at which landowners

no longer are willing work with regulatory requirements and begin to feel a loss of

control, that regulations are an imposition. Even landowners who regard regulations as

reasonable may reach a point of frustration at which they desire compensation for loss of

property rights.

The repeated use of "lock" as a metaphor when referring to specified resource site

requirements was another indication that informants perceive a loss of control arising

from resource site protection requirements. Philip manages several thousand acres of

land for cattle, timber, and recreation in Klamath County. Speaking ofa bald eagle nest

site on his property, he noted:

"...We've got a [bald eagle] nest site, so it just locks this whole area up to protect
this one nest site, in the meantime, all this stuff just gets grown up and decadent
underneath it. There's a big loss of species, the eagles can't hunt, they move up
and then a fire comes in, burns the whole son-of-a- bitch down."

For Philip, "locking up" his forest as part of resource site protection requirements

removes his ability to undertake management he sees as essential for maintaining the

stand and managing wildfire risk.

Landowners may avoid managing part of their property to avoid the application of

specified resource site protection requirements. Nick and Andy in Douglas county have



not proposed harvest activities on a certain portion of their property due to a nearby

spotted owl nest:

"We're not going to set up a core area for it because that will lock it up for the
three years, the six years or however long it stays there and uses it as a primary
nest. But if we wait until they say it's not a primary anymore, than we can go
right away."

Ideology and existing conflicts with other agencies may also affect a landowner's

perception of specified resource site requirements and their application to private lands.

Billy, an owner of 571 acres in Kiamath County, occasionally harvests timber, but

primarily manages pasture for cattle. His perceptions of specified resource site

requirements were intertwined with his ongoing conflict with a Federal agency over

water management issues and a neighbor's conflict with a state agency over road

construction. He expressed a strong ideological opposition to state forestry requirements

in general, based on his belief that a landowner always knows best what to do on his

property, saying:

"Now.. .1 can set trees out there, I don't have to get your [ODF] permission to put
a tree down there, but I have to get permission to move it [cut it]. But.. .it should
be my tree and I'm the sole person that should do it [make decision about it].. .the
landowner usually is the best custodian of the land that he buys because.. .he
bought it, he used hard-earned money to do that.. .he doesn't want to destroy his
investment, he wants to enhance it.. .that's [what] a prudent person
would. . .then.. . someone come[s] by and said, "well you got to do this, you gotta'
do that." Why? Would it have gotten done if it was still owned by the
government for instance?"

Billy claims that his opinion is supported by "studies" in an attempt to lend scientific

credibility to his view that the state, without an economic interest in his land, does not
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have an incentive or basis for offering any constructive input regarding the management

of his land.

Some informants said they did not perceive resource site protection requirements

as an unreasonable restriction of their rights as a property owner. Two informants, Titus

and Kelly, indicated that core area requirements for spotted owls were positive and

acceptable. In one case in Douglas County, a proposed operation by Sally resulted in the

establishment of an owl core area. A neighboring landowner, Kelly, voluntarily

accepted a significant portion of the core area on his property. Speaking of the

establishment of a core area on a portion of his property, Kelly said, "For me, this was

brand new and a very, very positive event. We were of course thrilled since conservation

is the overriding purpose of this land and forest restoration was just part of that." Asked

how the core area would affect his long-term restoration goals, he indicated, "It just

means there are certain things we can't do" suggesting a restriction of his management

options but one that he considered acceptable. For Kelly, the restoration of older forest

stands on his property is a major objective and the presence of the owls was an indication

of progress toward fulfilling this objective.

Approximately an acre and a half of Sally's forest property was incorporated into

the core area. She expressed no animosity toward specified resource site requirements,

praising their working relationship with ODF, nor did she dispute the rationale for

protecting spotted owls However, Sally did express a view similar to that expressed by

Lucius, and Nick and Andy, that protection requirements could be burdensome on those
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with smaller acreages, as the proportion of their land incorporated into a core area would

be greater, resulting in economic hardship.

Both Kelly and Titus saw the owls as an integral part of the forest that they value

and neither perceived the establishment of core areas as an encumbrance of their

property. While Kelly was more thoughtful and active than Titus in his forest

management, both felt the protection of spotted owls was important. Asked about his

motivation, Titus thought it was simply a matter of "mindset". He readily accepted the

potential economic consequences of protecting habitat on his property, saying:

". ..We should be working together to solve those problems [loss of habitat]. It's
not a burden to [do so]. I get things in the mail that ask me about the
burden. . . and it's not a burden. I don't know why, it's just my mindset I guess
compared to other people. I don't know why."

Titus was unable to identify the basis for his view that he should be "part of the solution

rather than part of the problem", indicating a strong belief that wildlife habitat protection

is prominent among his ownership objectives. Titus indicated that protection

requirements "really haven't conflicted with my land that much. It's not that much to

ask." According to Titus, he takes a long-term view of any restrictions that would affect

management activities on his property:

"I don't feel I'm losing anything there because. . .later I'll be able to get [the
timber] or my grandson or maybe it'll work it's way out or there's got to be
something positive about this because we're all trying to be part of a solution
instead of a problem..."

Like Kelly, Titus also supported the protection of spotted owl habitat, saying:

"I don't believe in clearcutting. . .1 think thinning and working with your land, a
sustainable yield [are good management methods].. . So I can take trees and my



grandkids and their kids and their kids, it'll always be there for them and the
habitat will be there for them and that makes it why you do this, it makes it why
you own land..

During the 1990's, Ken repeatedly bought and sold several parcels of forested property.

In 1994, Ken proposed an operation to log approximately 20 acres. He was informed of

an osprey nest perched among some of the largest timber on the parcel. He estimated the

value of the trees he left standing for the osprey were worth approximately $10,000 and

felt that they could've harvest more timber than allowed without disturbing the osprey.

While unable to recall the total acreage he had to exclude from his operation, he said, "It

wasn't a lot, it was reasonable, I thought it was reasonable." Ken doesn't dispute the

need to regulate practices on private land to protect wildlife: "I think what they're doing,

there need to be laws, but it's not me to question how much land they set aside. If they

feel they've got to set some land aside, yeah, I'm okay with that."

Ken's acceptance of wildlife protection regulations may be function of time. His

experience with specified resource protection rules happened ten years ago and he may

feel a bit sanguine about the economic effects now than he did at the time. Nonetheless,

he values the presence of ospreys around his current property and, although he did

express concern potential future regulations due to the presence of wildlife, seems

accepting of the trade-off. He did note toward the end of the interview that he was done

with buying and selling forested property in order to harvest timber, which may also

factor into his acceptance of specified resource site requirements.

4.2.2. Perceptions of the specified resource site evaluation process
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SpecjIed Resource Site Evaluation Process includes comments pertaining to

respondents' experiences regarding the process of evaluating potential specified resource

sites and establishing specified resource site protection goals. Collaboration,

interpersonal communication, and suggestions regarding improvements or

recommendations for a desired process were considered aspects of the site evaluation

process. The complexity of the process appears to depend upon the type of resource site

being evaluated. According to specified resource site protection goals, a spotted owl nest

site encompasses 70 acres of core area. In Douglas County, particularly amidst the O&C

lands, a process of delineating a core area could involve multiple ownerships, requiring

one or more meetings that include ODF personnel, representatives of federal agencies,

including a Forest Service or BLM biologist, industrial forest land representatives, and

multiple NIPF owners. In these cases, interpersonal communication and collaboration

play an essential role and may be significantly affected or be affected by issues of trust,

credibility, and power.

4.2.3. Interpersonal communication and dynamics

Respondents shared their perceptions of the process evaluating potential conflicts

with resource sites and establishing protection goals. An important aspect of the process

was the interpersonal dynamics among individual landowners and agency representatives.

Interpersonal relationships were both an indicator of and contributor to perceptions of

power and control during the evaluation process. Landowners such as Kelly or Titus,

who voluntarily provided forestland for a core area, classified the relationships and

communication as positive. Some, such as Titus and Lucius, related stories that
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suggested they strongly asserted their agendas when discussing protection goals with

ODF. Others, such as Sam and Laura, felt the language and dynamics reflected their lack

of power in the situation. Sam expressed his frustration with the process of establishing

a core area, said, "...So they did the 70 acres thing. It's kind of like it was already

decided." In general, those respondents who expressed strong concerns regarding the

loss of control of their property felt the communication from ODF was "top-down", or, as

one landowner called it, "dictatorial". Referring to the discussion during establishment of

a spotted owl core area, Nick in Douglas County said, "Tt basically felt like we were

outnumbered." He also noted that there was, "no attempt to work with us or give us

some, what I would call viable options." Landowners may perceive the process of

establishing protection goals to be one in which they don't have a voice or that their ideas

will not be considered. In one case, a harvest operation proposed by Lucius, owner of 43

acres in western Douglas County, resulted in the establishment of a core area that

affected his neighbors, Sam and Laura. Ultimately, Lucius was able to proceed with his

harvest of second-growth timber without being affected by the protection goals. He

expressed sympathy for his neighbors and noted his perception of the evaluation process:

". . .1 think.. .we need to have a truly open dialogue on what the answers are
without the answers being rigged. Because in the case of biology.. . that's one
example [protection of wildlife species] that if you don't agree with what the
current process is or what the current strategy is, well you're just nuts, you
know?"
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Lucius suggests that landowners who question or challenge the evaluation process or the

science upon which decisions are based are considered "nuts", thereby discrediting their

questions and undermining their power in the situation.

However, the degree to which a landowner feels they lack power to affect the

implementation of protection goals appears to vary depending upon the individuals

involved and their communication styles, the history of prior cooperation, the type of site,

and the ultimate outcome of the discussions. A landowner may perceive they play a role

in the process on an equal footing with and feel they can affect the process, even if the

ultimate outcome is less than favorable. Renzo, in Klamath County, expressed frustration

with the impact of certain streamside no-cut zones and significant wetland protection

requirements on his property. Nonetheless, he does not necessarily perceive the process

as one in which he is without power to affect the outcome. Commenting on a process of

marking wildlife trees to provide protection for a bald eagle nest, he noted, "I don't feel

I'm being dictated to. I think we're working through the process as a team, even if I

don't like some of the things I'm required to do. I have to do it that way."

I participated and observed Renzo work with an ODF stewardship forester,

Randy, to measure and choose trees to protect a bald eagle site in an area Renzo had

proposed for harvest. There were several trees in excess of 17" DBH that Renzo would

have preferred to cut but which were left to protect the nest tree from blowdown and

provide replacement nest trees. The communication between Renzo and Randy was

relaxed and one in which Renzo was able to propose which trees to cut. Randy would
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consider Renzo's choices and decide which trees should remain standing, explaining his

rationale and suggesting alternate trees for harvest.

- Even during contentious discussions regarding establishing protection goals for a

site, some landowners may demonstrate a sense that they can influence the process.

Philip, in Klamath County, repeatedly commented on the contentious process that took

place over four days delineating significant wetlands on his property. He strongly

disagreed with the delineation proposed by the ODF forester and strongly advocated for

his position, saying "...We argued quite a bit to keep it down there [the wetland

boundary] where it should be." Later, referring again to the process, he said:

"...We argued quite a bit to get him down to where it was marginal. You still
needed to be out there 100' from.. .where the bare pumice used to be.. .Jt took
quite a bit of arguing."

Philip had a strong opinion regarding the appropriate designation for the wetland and was

ready to argue for his position. Initially, the delineation of the wetland meandered within

approximately 50 feet of an existing fence surrounding existing pasture. Philip argued

for using the fenceline as the delineation of the existing wetland while the ODF forester

was using vegetation and soil types to delineate the wetland. After four days of

discussion and arguing, the ODF forester "averaged" the delineation and followed the

existing fenceline. Philip believes his readiness to advocate for his position influence the

final delineation. Lucius owns approximately 40 acres in Douglas County. He proposed

an operation that ultimately affected his neighbors Sam and Laura. He has worked for a

private timber company for approximately 25 years and is familiar with the habitat
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requirements specified in the resource site protection rules. He describes the process of

evaluating a potential owl resource site on BLM land adjacent to his property:

"...What I did was to.. .ask a lot of questions: what were we going to need to do
to satisfy [the resource site protection goals]. . . the intent of the regulations?. . .1

talked to the forest practices foresters to get.. .a feel for what we should do.. .They
recommended that we have a conference: the B LM, with the adjacent private
landowner, and with people from the state... .we all got together,
everybody. . . brought their best information and. . . we talked about what kind of
alternatives we had. . . and. . . it fell upon me to propose a core area. . .1 don't know
that my core area was. . .completely accepted, but. . .the fact that we had very clear
difference in habitat between here [younger second growth on his property] and
here [older stand with suitable owl habitat on Sam and Laura's property]. . . it was
real obvious.. .from the studies on the owl usage that the owls just hadn't been
using this [his property]. And so just for the sake of tying up some of my
property too, it didn't seem to me to. . . be a valid reason to do it. . .1 just pressed
forward with putting the core area someplace else."

Sixteen acres of the resulting core area ended up on Sam and Laura's property. Lucius

demonstrated confidence and assertiveness during the process of establishing a core area,

asking a lot of questions and expressing a readiness to consult with ODF personnel and

advocate for his position. Lucius said he "pressed forward", demonstrating knowledge of

current research regarding spotted owls and a confidence in dealing with agency

personnel and his neighbors, establishing and sticking by his position that the core area

should be located elsewhere.

4.2.4. Collaboration

An established history of collaboration also affected respondents' perceptions of

the process of establishing resource site protection goals. Sally, the owner of the 8,000

acres in western Douglas County had previously worked with Kelly on a salmon

restoration project, securing funding and working together to ensure completion of the
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process of establishing a spotted owl core area:

"I could unilaterally declare the core area designation but in this circumstance. . . it
seemed to me conservation in this area. . . was based largely on cooperative efforts
between Sally and me, and that I wanted to be careful to maintain that spirit of
cooperation, so over a period of about a month in conversation with Sally and
David and others, we.. .delineated a core area but made adjustments to [the]
boundaries so as to preclude this small amount of land.. .on an ownership of
Sally's brother, Nick, who is well known to be opposed to the core areas and
whose presence in this process. . .would complicate the results..."

Just as a spirit of cooperation was a key aspect of the negotiating a core area between

Sally and Kelly, resistance to such a process could result in acrimonious or contentious

deliberations. Kelly refers to Nick and states his belief that Nick was not included in the

process due to his resistance to core area requirements and the potential complications

arising from his involvement. Both Sally and David corroborated Kelly's perception that

their history of cooperation provided the basis for an amiable negotiation.

As noted earlier, a landowner's working relationship with an ODF officer can also

contribute to her attitude about the process of establishing resource site protection goals.

Renzo noted the importance of collaboration, even when he didn't like the rules: "Just

because you don't like the rules, it's going to be a lot easier if you work with somebody

to help you through the process, so that's why a good working relationship [the ODF

forester] is important..." Philip, the owner with 5,000 acres in Klamath County, said

that he and the ODF forester "argued quite a bit" over the process of delineating

significant wetlands. Though he initially felt the ODF forester was overbearing, he noted

his contentious attitude as well:
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"Originally, that was his attitude. And. . .my attitude wasn't very good because of
that and then Steve [Philip's contracted logger] really kinda' kept the humor a
little bit and got us through it and got us to the mitigation but I told him. . . after the
second day, I was telling him what I want to do, I said I just want to leave enough
trees in here so I can hang you. We had a pretty good laugh about that."

Philip acknowledged that his contentiousness and anger regarding the process of

delineating significant wetlands may have had as much to do with his current difficulties

with other agencies as it did with the protection requirements:

"This year. . . we've just been into it with everybody: the Forest Service, the state,
the county.. . We're really trying to do a good job and everything just came down
on us all within about a three week time [emphasis added] so [the ODF forester]
really. . . got an earful when he started in on all this."

Philip is ironic, stating "we're really bad people here at the head of the river." He

expresses a strong sense of frustration about trying to do the right thing and feeling that

agencies and their regulations "just came down" on he and his family's operations.

Interviews with ODF foresters also indicated that the process of evaluating potential

conflicts with spotted owl sites and negotiating core areas can require a great deal of

time.

Respondents such as Sam and Laura, and Nick and Andy indicated a desire for a

negotiated process when establishing protection requirements for a site. Sam had

suggested establishing a core area that did not incorporate any of the land owned by him

and Laura; however this was rejected as being insufficient to protect the owl on adjacent

BLM land. Nick described his vision for determining protection goals for a site:

"...Let's look.. .here are the possibilities for protecting that habitat, here's one,
two, three, four, five options, which one is really the best for the habitat, which
one makes the most sense from a timber management situation and have some
negotiation and discussion. .
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This may be an unrealistic request, given the purpose of specified resource site

requirements to protect a site's productivity. Nick seems to suggest that protection goals

for a site be based on some compromise between the best conditions for biological

productivity of a site and the need for efficient, economical timber management.

However, in many instances, a landowner may desire to conduct an operation that could

result in abandonment of a site. In those instances, there is no basis for negotiation. The

administrative guidance clearly states that "conflicts between proposed operations and

protection of resource sites be resolved in favor of the sites" (ODF, 1997). The law

indicates that consideration of "the timber management situation" is not a basis for

establishing protection goals. When asked whether "negotiation" is a fair word to

describe the process of working with a landowner to establish protection goals, one ODF

officer responded:

"Maybe...[hesitant pause].. .protection of the resource is #1, that has to happen, so
we're not going to negotiate lower levels of protection to allow them [the
landowner] to meet their goals. But there are different ways that the same goal
can be accomplished without damage to the resource."

Nonetheless, he still views landowners as his customers and stressed the basis for

building a good working relationship with landowners, saying "We look at these folks as

customers and try to deal with them in that way, so we try to meet their needs without

compromising anything [such as resource protection].

4.2.5. Costs associated with specified resource site policy

One aspect of respondents' perceptions of specified resource site policy is the

costs they associate with the process of both evaluation and implementation of protection
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goals for a site. Respondents were explicitly asked to enumerate the costs they attributed

to operational restrictions arising from protection goals. Respondents provided specific

estimate of forgone harvest in only two cases. In general, respondents were able to

identify categories of costs that they associated with specified resource site protection

requirements and did specify some costs related to monitoring and staff time negotiating

protection goals. Written plans submitted to ODF by landowners did describe

approximate areas in which operations would not take place or would be adjusted to

prevent a conflict. However, there was no information regarding the basal area of timber

in those areas, so a comprehensive estimate of standing timber left near specified

resource sites is unavailable. Nevertheless, some respondents did identify the following

costs that they feel they've borne due to resource site protection goals:

Foregone harvest: Ken estimated $10,000 in timber (1994 prices) left standing

to buffer an osprey nest. Nick estimated a cost of $150,000 based on 400,000

board-feet at $350 per thousand board feet, and added, ". . .that's a conservative

estimate."

Consultant costs: hiring wildlife biologists to locate or monitor sites, develop a

written plan, hiring a forester to lay out more complex harvest plans near

significant wetlands or within forested buffers (Renzo, Sally and David, Nick and

Andy)

Staff time: either personal or staff time spent meeting with ODF, ODF&W, other

agencies and landowners (Sally and David, Nick and Andy, Renzo, Philip)



Increased logging and access costs: In the case of an operation discovering a

previously unknown site, there may be a cost to removing and relocating

equipment. Access and skid trails may not take the most direct, cost-effective

layout, but need to be routed to avoid conflicts with protection goals (Billy, Ken

Nick and Andy).

Evaluating the status of a potential specified resource sites can require an

extensive time commitment, contributing to respondents' frustrations and the perceived

cost. Sam and Laura had intended to sell 40 acres of their property to a local industrial

forest owner; however, the sale was held up while they negotiated the spotted owl core

area with Lucius and ODF. Sam blames the ultimate failure to sell the 40 acres on the

length of the process:

"Actually, because this drug out so long, we missed our window of opportunity
and so it fell through [the sale] .. .because we were waiting for this thing [the core
area] . . . we thought we needed to know what.. . they were going to impose on us
[core area requirements] before we made any agreement with them. Well, they
[the company] had a deadline and it passed and so it fell through."

The time spent implementing specified resource site policy is also a cost for ODF. The

time required to implement the policy was cited as an agency concern in the specified

resource site report by Lundblad (1993). Several respondents expressed a need for

compensation when a landowner is required to forego harvesting of timber due to

protection requirements. As Lucius sees it, the public should be ready to provide private

landowners compensation for the costs associated with protecting wildlife, saying, "...if

private lands are.. .that important, okay, well, make the private landowner whole in some

way."

79
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Respondents did acknowledge potential benefits to land-use regulations and the

protection of sensitive resources. Renzo had mentioned the potential attraction of forests

to buyers who do not intend to harvest. Theoretically, timber harvest restrictions due to

regulations could result in unanticipated value in the future unrelated to timber

harvesting. While not talking specifically about specified resource site policy, Ken

mentioned an instance in which he thinks riparian protection requirements that he was

unhappy about at first actually added value to his property. He talked about a neighbor

whom, due to a county mistake, was able to develop right up to the edge of the riverbank:

"When I built this RV park, they [the county] made me set back a 50 foot riparian
area which I didn't really want to do because.. .1 really wanted to set the RV's
[along the river] and I couldtve got a few more sites in, but [the county] made me
do this. . . it's the best thing they could've done for me because that's where we're
sitting now [on the riparian set-aside]... There's a piece of property down... at the
river [that his neighbor developed . . .the county. . . let him [build] his RV's
right.., on the edge of the river .. .1 look at his park and I look at mine, I like mine
a lot better because I do have this riparian area..

Asked about his perception of the riparian requirement then and his perception now, he

added, "I look at it, I go down to his park and I look at it. . . at the time I didn't want to

give up this land but now I thank the county for it doing this for me." Asked whether he

perceived any added value as a result of customer satisfaction due to the undeveloped

space along the river front, he noted that people who had stayed at both his and his

neighbor's park commented that they liked the undeveloped space along the river's edge

and noted that for him, the result of the regulatory requirement restricting rip arian

development had added value. Ken's story indicates the potential unanticipated benefits

as a consequence of land-use regulation, including the protection of sensitive resources.
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For many landowners, protection goals for most of the species and significant

wetlands may be compatible with selective harvesting and commercial thinning. Kelly

indicated that he had earned approximately $100,000 over ten years using conservative,

single-tree selective harvests. While limited compared to the annual harvest incomes of

landowners such as Sally, Nick and Andy, selective harvesting and salvaging of

windthrown trees that is sensitive to protection goals could provide sufficient economic

return to alleviate the economic concerns of some landowners.

4.2.6. Trust and Credibility

Respondents expressed a range of opinions regarding the degree of credibility and

trust they place in the science underlying policy decisions, habitat standards, the

motivations of government personnel and agencies, and the purpose underlying forest

practice regulations. A continuum is suggested by responses indicating faith in the

recommendations made by biologists regarding habitat requirements to disbelief in the

designation that a species is endangered, thereby questioning the need for its' protection.

Five respondents made comments indicating that they perceive some aspect of

regulations protecting threatened and endangered species or sensitive resources as

arbitrary or capricious. These respondents suggested that decisions by policy-makers

were unreasonable or nonsensical, perhaps motivated by personal agendas rather than a

consistent and valid standard. The degree to which landowners expressed trust that the

process was fair and legitimate varied depending upon interpersonal communication,

previous encounters with government regulation, and general perceptions of the science

underlying ongoing policy debates. Informants who favored the protection of wildlife
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habitat on their properties appeared to credit the biological science underlying habitat

criteria more than those informants who perceived wildlife protection requirements as a

burden or infringement of their forest management. Informants questioned the validity of

decisions pertaining to specified resource site protection, the biological basis for habitat

standards, and the motivations of individual government personnel, government agencies,

and policy-makers for establishing wildlife protection laws affecting forest operations.

4.2.6.1. Habitat standards and the credibility of biological science

Informants who were frustrated or hostile to resource site protection requirements

questioned both the credibility of habitat standards and the basic rationale for protecting

certain wildlife species in general. Two respondents, Kelly and Titus, both unequivocally

supported the establishment of spotted owl core areas. Both explicitly concurred with the

current scientific opinion that spotted owls are threatened and endangered. Sam, Laura,

Billy, and Nick and Andy all expressed a degree of animosity toward protection goals for

threatened and endangered species and questioned the validity of "threatened" or

"endangered" designation or the intent of the ESA. Respondents such as Lucius, Renzo,

Philip, or Sally and David expressed generally neutral attitudes toward threatened or

endangered species protection, but criticized the implementation of policies meant to

protect or recover species. The crux of credibility for several respondents seems to be

whether the "best-available" information ODF uses to determine the status of sites is

trustworthy or credible enough for managers to decide as they do.

ODF foresters depend upon "best-available data" in determining whether a site is

occupied and in need of protection. That information comes from a variety of sources,
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including biologists with the U.S. Forest Service, Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife

(ODFW), and BLM. Among ODF foresters, their perception of the reliability of that

information varied. In the Klamath unit, the consultative relationship between ODF and

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife (ODFW) pertaining to specified resource sites

was characterized as "great". In the Douglas district, different foresters indicated

different agencies as their primary sources of information regarding the status of sites.

While one forester consulted regularly with ODFW, another said he usually contacted

BLM for information regarding sites, though it was his impression that information

provided was not as good as in the past.

Regardless of the quality of the data ODF managers use to determine whether a

site requires protection, a landowner may simply distrust the current biological

knowledge underlying a decision to protect a site or the configuration of a site.

Approximately 16 acres of Sam and Laura's forest land was used as part of a spotted owl

core area. Their 16 acres tied together two patches of BLM old-growth habitat in the

O&C Lands of western Douglas County. Their property was down in a valley between

the old-growth habitat higher up on the slopes on either side. They disputed the opinion

of biologists that spotted owls would use their forest land to travel between the two BLM

parcels:

Sam: ".. .And like I explained to you before, the fact that the bird is going to
come from the tree up there and fly across to the big trees over here is..."

Laura: "...Kind of ridiculous."

Sam: ". . . He's going to fly in the air and he's not going to come down to our
trees."
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Sam and Laura disagreed with the biological opinion based on past research that spotted

owls use contiguous forest for dispersal and protection from predators (USFWS, 2004)

and discredit the idea that their forest land provides valuable habitat by calling it

"ridiculous". Personal observation also played a role in informants' skepticism of habitat

protection requirements. Though generally supportive of protecting species such as

osprey, Ken questioned the habitat standards for protecting an osprey specified resource

site based on his observations of osprey:

". . .Right down the road we've got a big sawmill.. .and right in the middle of their
yards is a pole.. . with [an] osprey nest on it. There's a lot more activity there, that
runs 24 hours a day and it doesn't seem to bother the osprey. . . we have a park
called Stewart Park in Roseburg and they have a band shell there and they have
[concerts] and right above the band shell is a big osprey nest. It's so funny
because. . .these guys are playing wild music, and them osprey are sitting on the
edge of the nest listening to the music. The question is.. . if we would've went in
and took that timber out, would we have.. .bothered that osprey or would've she
just sat there [with] her chicks.. .and enjoyed the show?.. .1.. .honestly feel we
could've got in there and got that timber out without disturbing that nest."

Ken's personal observations influence his perception of whether or not his intended

operation could've harvested more timber. By his logic, if ospreys will nest in the park in

the midst of a concert, then it's reasonable to assume he could've conducted a closer

operation to the nest. Thus, he is ambivalent about the basis for the requirements and

hopes their based in something substantial:

"I really don't know. . . my observation would be a biologist has come up with this
formula or whatever.. .that knows the birds, and has done a study on them.. .1
would hope it's not somebody who just sits down with a piece of paper and says
this is what we're going to do.. .Some of the laws that come down makes you
wonder if somebody up there just stamps, set aside a quarter of an acre around
each nest and let it go at that."
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Billy, a landowner in Kiamath county, expresses similar doubt, questioning the credibility

of protection requirements in the significant wetland rules:

"...This is the thing that makes it bad laws in some places.. .1 am quite sure that
the rule was put there for some reason and they felt.. . don't cut the trees down
near the water. I fail really to see from my experiences and my education why
that should be so significant, because.. .you can always put trees back there, you
can plant another tree and it will grow."

Like Ken, Billy's personal observations and education lead him to conclusions that differ

from specified resource site protection requirements; as a result, he questions the

credibility or rationale for the protection requirements. Kelly, a landowner in Douglas

County who voluntarily offered his forest as part of a core, nonetheless questioned the

basis for decisions made in the process of delineating the core area. He suggested

practical considerations might have undermined the biological considerations. Asked

about the extent of his property ultimately incorporated into the core area, Kelly

suggested that the boundaries of a core area were drawn to avoid using a small stand of

old-growth on the adjacent property of a contentious landowner. He thought this was a

"contravention of the rules" that require the use of "best-available" habitat, indicative of

political or interpersonal considerations that affect the implementation of specified

resource site policy.

A discussion with a federal wildlife biologist who is occasionally consulted

regarding the status of spotted owls and habitat-use echoed Kelly's perception,

suggesting that some core area decisions in the past have been based on consideration of

factors other than the provision of "best-available" habitat for the owl. She recounted a

couple situations in which she had provided her opinion regarding the best course of
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action for an owl site; she felt decisions had been made in those situations that were

counter to interests of the owl. Given the flexibility the protection rules provide to

individual field staff to implement protection rules based on the unique circumstances of

each interaction between a site and an operation, such situations may occur. On the one

hand, it points to the flexibility desire by some landowners for a policy sensitive to the

context of each situation. However, for those landowners who feel they've been unfairly

subject to protection requirements, they may consider the policy inconsistently applied

depending upon factors such as personal relationships or influence if a neighboring

landowner is not subject to the same restrictions, thereby questioning the credibility of

the regulations.

Among the landowners who were generally supportive of protection goals for

wildlife on their property (Titus and Kelly for the spotted owl, Philip and Renzo for the

bald eagle), there appeared to be a tacit trust in the biological basis for protection

requirements. Titus indicated that if he had land incorporated into a core area, he felt it

wouldn't be "much to ask", that it would make him part of the solution (helping to

recover the spotted owl) rather than part of the problem contributing to the species'

decline. Kelly and Philip, among all the respondents, offered sophisticated criticisms of

the basis for specified resource site protection goals. Both were supportive of the

respective species found on their property (Bald Eagle on Philip's property, Spotted Owl

on Kelly's) and there was a tacit acceptance of the current theories regarding the habitat

needs of these species. Kelly, though earlier noting he felt the 70-acres was political

rather than biologically based, was knowledgeable of current scientific theories about the
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survivorship of northern spotted owls and offered a sophisticated argument for greater

protection of owls based on his knowledge of ecological principles:

are seeing declines [in owl populations] as a consequence .. .of unforeseen
factors. Of course there are unforeseen factors. This is ecology I'm arguing now: it
is a very complex undertaking. There are always these alleatory effects in which
there is stochasticity... what that stochasticity may express is the existence of a
whole suite of unknown factors that come in, disease, predators, climate change,
structural change and habitats.. .and if one.. .narrowly defines what the survival
population is of a particular species then.. .it's vulnerable to the whole suite of
unknown factors.. .I'mjust saying there's no where near enough.. .buffer space,
protection room, left for the owl."

Kelly has academic training in ecological principles and accepts the science underlying

the designation of the northern spotted owl as a threatened species. However, Kelly

questions the validity of the 70-acre core area, suggesting it doesn't do far enough to

protect the owl, based on what we know about population trends and ecological

processes. Philip echoes Kelly at one point, suggesting that the decline of species such as

the spotted owl is only a symptom of a larger problem, notably our failure to think

"holistically", to look at "the whole picture":

. To me the requirements.. . are dealing with the symptom.. . [rather than]..
decision making-process looking at the whole picture. It's not just the bald eagle,
it's the Endangered Species Act. Worldwide, we are losing species at an alarming
rate and it's due to the way we've made our decisions in the past. All these policies
that are coming into place, the ESA, the wetlands thing.. .are just trying to shore
up all these symptoms of the way we make our decisions. Until we change that,
we're not going to save the eagle or the spotted owl or anything else on.. . single-
species management."

He questioned the biological basis for both the Endangered Species Act and resource site

requirements, suggesting that both were failed attempts to address the symptoms of the

87
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way "we make our decisions". He was pessimistic, suggesting that we're unlikely to save

any threatened or endangered species with current policies that focus on single species.

Contrary to the perception of some landowners, ODF attempted to base spotted

owl protection goals on credible standards and ensure the flexibility to change the

regulations as new data developed. Excerpts from a 1990 Board of Forestry meeting to

set protection requirements for spotted owl resource sites suggest that Board members

sought to balance the protection with owl sites with the needs of landowners and did not

set requirements arbitrarily. Charlie Stone, Manager for the Forest Practices Operation

Unit at the time, discussed the validity of using 70 acres as a core area:

". . . On the 70 acres, I think we want to make our decision based on. .available
information rather than just an arbitrary figure.. .we do have the study that was
reported in the rulemaking [by the USFWS for federal protection of the owli that
70 acres is the average of the area that the fledglings and the adult owls use during
the nesting period..."

Several members stressed the need to use the best information available at that time to set

protection requirements. Further, the members of the Board stated that the core area

requirements can provide private landowners a partial defense against any allegation of

"taking" violations under the Endangered Species Act. However, one Board member

expressed his concern that the Board not adopt the 70-acre core area requirement as a

"long-term solution" and make it clear to forest owners that the Board did not see it as

"the right thing to do to set aside somebody's 70 acres for forever with no economic use

for that person or that 70 acres." The Board goes on to acknowledge the "evolving state

of knowledge" regarding the habitat needs of spotted owls and the need for the law to

reflect that. Charlie Stone goes on to stress that the 70-acre core area is not a "strict
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prohibition on harvesting..." and that landowners might still be able to "put a road across

a portion" of a core area or "remove a small amount of timber from a stand that is heavily

stocked" provided such operations occur outside the nesting season and that habitat

characteristics are maintained, including a "60-80% canopy closure."

Thus, respondents' criticisms of credibility may be a result of lack of information

or expertise. Either respondents are unaware of the deliberation and data that went into

the development of specified resource site policy or they lack understanding regarding

principles of ecology and the scientific process, leading them to question the legitimacy

of the theories and data upon which biologists and managers base their conclusions. A

more cynical interpretation is that respondents do not like the decisions that prioritize site

protection as a "higher" value than their own objectives for a site (such as timber

harvesting). Landowners may be less likely to question the science underlying policies if

they agree with the intent and outcomes of those policies. Thus, a landowner may the

question the basis for a decision because they don't like the outcome, rather than

questioning the actual merits of the reasoning and data used for that decision.

The "best-available" data changes as animals move, research priorities and

budgets change, and staff at the various agencies turn over. In the past, some members

of the Committee for Family Forestland have expressed concerns regarding the definition

of "best-available" habitat for spotted owls, whether the knowledge regarding habitat-use

by spotted owls has changed since the rules were established and need to be reconsidered.

Three respondents, including Sally, David, and Lucius suggested that new information

gathered in the last ten years regarding habitat use by spotted owls needs to be analyzed
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and factored into specified resource site protection goals. Sally was emphatic about the

need for monitoring the status of wildlife concomitant with protection goals, monitoring

that in her opinion is not taking place:

"...the agency needs to be directed to do that [monitor] by the people that they
listen.. .the public.. .has an ongoing commitment to do this [make certain agencies
monitor], but I think to.. .just drop the owl in and say this is where it was, and this
is what we need to do [regulations] and then step out, I think that's poor public
policy. . .1 also understand in the real world that I don't get to see things managed
the way I'd like to, but we need an ongoing commitment from those to whom the
ESA matters that the research and the monitoring continue."

Sally noted that she doesn't blame ODF for the lack of monitoring, nor even the Forest

Service or BLM, realizing that those decisions are made "higher up". Nonetheless, she

maintains that ongoing monitoring is essential to ensure that policies and rules reflect the

most current scientific understanding of wildlife species and habitat needs. Sally even

implies that in addition to being good public policy, ongoing monitoring is a public

obligation to private landowners so long as private landowners must bear the cost of

protecting species.

4.2.6.2. Credibility of agency personnel, institutions, and policies

Respondents expressed a range of views regarding the perceived credibility of

government agencies, agency personnel such as wildlife biologists and foresters, and the

policies they implement. Even when critical ofsome aspect of specified resource site

policy, respondents such as Sally, Kelly, or Renzo generally regarded ODF staff and

other agency personnel as honest in their attempt to implement regulations and base their

decisions on credible information. Other respondents, such as Nick and Andy, Sam and

Laura, and Billy expressed a strong distrust of the motivations of government personnel
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and the general intent of agencies and laws. Those informants who questioned the

integrity of government personnel responsible for implementing specified resource site

policy or the intent of the rules themselves tended to resent the curtailment of their

operations for resource site protection goals. A few landowners, including Nick, Andy,

and Billy, offered pointed criticisms of specified resource site policy and regulators as

arbitrary and capricious, believing the manner in which personnel implemented policy

was personal and whimsical.

One landowner in the Douglas district was required to submit a written plan to

address protection concerns for an owl proximate to his proposed operation. Rather than

address the protection concerns required in a written plan, the landowner refuted the need

to establish protection for owls near his property:

"This writer has not observed a spotted owl on the property for the past 30 years,
therefore there is no validity.. .to use the location of this bird as a deterrent of
development of this private property. The issue of the spotted owl has been
proven by eminent scientists to be a complete fraud. No direct evidence was
discovered which would indicate the spotted owl species was in... danger of
extinction. President Bush is in the process of overhauling the Endangered
Species Act, as it was proven that Clinton-Gore, along with radical
environmentalists, were using [the ESA] as a means for shutting down timber
harvesting in the West."

This landowner denied any legitimacy for protection of the spotted owl, seeing it as a

politically motivated attempt, ultimately by "radical environmentalists", to prevent him

from cutting his timber and developing his property. A couple of the respondents, such

as Sam and Laura, Andy, and David all suggested that restriction of a landowner's rights

was the intent of the ESA. Andy helps his father Nick manage forest property in Douglas

county. When they were asked how they might manage their forest land if they didn't
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have to consider threatened and endangered species or other sensitive species, Andy

replied, "The whole point of the ESA is imposing regulations on the private landowner,

so I don't think I can really answer that." While the legislative intent of the ESA is to

prevent the extinction of flora and fauna and to recover populations, Andy believes such

regulations are simply designed to restrict private landowners, leading him to question

the credibility of policies such as specified resource site protection goals.

According to some informants, one of the reasons policy-makers and managers

are motivated to undermine private forest owners is to justify their jobs. When asked

about the intent of the requirements, Nick said,

"I'm not sure. I assume it's to protect the owl.. .maybe it's just the way
bureaucracy deals with any problem. If I can make an analogy, it's a crude,
overkill attempt to protect the owl. I don't know what other intent they could
have. . . it doesn't benefit the state or the bureaucracy particularly other than give
them something to do to justify their existence."

Philip, talking about the need to recognize landowners who implement conservation plans

on their property and try to "do the right thing", suggested that government personnel

have an incentive to find problems as a means to justify their jobs rather than protect the

resource:

"...The botanists working for the Forest Service. . . if every day they went to work
and found these plants [native grasses restored on Philip's property] and said, oh
man, keep up the good work, there's really no need for their job.. .unless they go
out there and find something and create a stink, they don't have a purpose. And
we're getting into that more and more with our management; the archaeologists,
the botanists, and all the wildlife biologists.. .unless they find a problem, they
don't have a job so they're out creating problems to substantiate they're position
and in the process of doing that, they're destroying more species than they're
saving.
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Two respondents expressed their view that regulations do not apply equally to everyone,

that a double-standard exists in which those with money or power are able to avoid

restrictions. This belief affects their perception of the credibility of resource site policy.

Sam and Laura, west of Sutherlin in Douglas County, recounted a zoning conflict in

Roseburg related to the placement of a Wal-Mart and wetlands. They noted that the "big

companies" came in and built in Roseburg and no one knew if wetlands were created to

mitigate for the land that was developed. Sam noted derisively, "It is an example that

even though there's a regulation, you can get around it", to which Laura added, "...If you

have money." According to Sam, this regulatory double-standard extends to government

itself, "If the highway department wants to do something, where do regulations fit in? In

regards to a private landowner, we know where they fit in. They tell us what to do and

we have to abide by it. But when it comes to somebody else..."..." Laura interjects:

"...They redid this whole BLM road [running through their property and the owl
core area] put in new culverts, worked out here for months and months and
months on this road, and the spotted owl is right over there [points up the hill].
Now wouldn't that impact the spotted owl just as much as somebody cutting trees
down, and the noise? Come on, gimme a break here."

They went on to complain that BLM repaired an entire road that runs through a spotted

owl core area, part of which is on their property. They questioned why rules were

applied to them that did not apply to BLM, reflecting a lack ofawareness that specified

resource site requirements did not affect BLM as a federal agency. Sam and Laura also

don't appear to differentiate between specified resource site requirements and the ESA

and fail to consider the potential benefit of implementing protection goals.
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Minutes from 1990 deliberations by the Oregon Board of Forestry suggest that

one motivation for establishing the core area protection goals was to ensure the state did

not inadvertently allow a "take" of spotted owls on private land, thereby violating the

Endangered Species Act. At the time, Board members suggest that landowner

compliance with a 70-acre core area requirement would provide both the state and private

landowners a partial defense against allegations of a "taking" (Board of Forestry, 1990),

however, referring to federal law, they also note that landowners "have a higher

obligation than that" to avoid violation of the Endangered Species Act. ODF explicitly

informs landowners that compliance with specified resource site requirements may not be

sufficient to comply with the Endangered Species Act, and vice versa. Laura does not

make these distinctions and her confusion results in doubts about the credibility of the

specified resource site protection requirements.

Landowners may question the validity of a policy if they perceive contradictions

between agency policies or the expectations of government personnel. These apparent

contradiction or perceptions of bureaucratic inefficiency may undermine landowners'

interest in developing conservation plans. Philip in Klamath County stressed that the

management objective on their 5,000 acres extends beyond economic return:

"We're trying to maximize diversity. In our long-range plan, we want the timber
areas with the good perennial grass ground cover, a good water cycle, just a lot of
diversity, age-class and all that, diversity as far as birds and big game animals,
small animals, insects, and everything. We're just trying to manage for as much
as everything as we can get."

To that end, they developed a conservation plan with the Natural Resource Conservation

Service and have taken advantage of incentive funding from both the NCRS and U.S.
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Fish and Wildlife Ecosystem Restoration Office. He expressed frustration at the process

of dealing with the Oregon Department of Forestry regarding resource sites on his

property:

"We've got one agency coming in saying you got to do this plan and we come up
with this really good plan and then another agency is telling you. . .we gotta come
up with a [another] plan on what we need to do. I went, here's our plan and he
went, oh, okay. . .seems like there's so many different agencies that you got to deal
with anymore to do something on your own land that you're paying taxes... and
those other agencies won't work together within themselves. . . and it's frustrating."

Respondents' experiences suggested a history of collaboration fosters a relationship of

trust, even when they were unhappy with the outcome of resource site protection goals.

Renzo, with 2,000 acres in Kiamath County and an established history of working with

ODF foresters in the district, has both an eagle nest and significant wetlands on his

property. He works closely with the ODF forester, saying:

"...Just because you don't like the rules, it's going to be a lot easier if you work
with somebody to help you through the process, so that's why a good working
relationship with Jimmy [ODF forester] is important. If you don't do that, if you
go out there and say, hey, I'm going to cut these trees, I don't care what they say,
that isn't going to work."

A landowner's perception of the behavior of an agency representative may

significantly affect her trust in the impartiality and reasonableness ofagency personnel.

An interaction can still foster trust and credibility between a landowner and an agency

representative, even if the landowner is unhappy about the outcome. In contrast, a

landowner who feels disrespected by an agency representative or believes a decision is

being made without adequate consideration of the circumstances may question the
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credibility of personnel and the agency itself. Nick in Douglas County was dismissive of

one ODF official who is involved in specified resource site issues:

". . . [He] spends maybe an hour or two hours at the most, never gets more than
fifty feet off the road and on more than one occasion, the Forest Practices Forester
[told him], "Now if you go down here" and said certain things about what the
timber was and what the owl trees were, "Do you wanna' go down?"... "Oh no,
no, no, I don't want to go down there", and so he never gets off the road and yet
he's the one that REALLY makes the final call... he said, "Well, I looked at the
photos and I looked at the map and I've seen enough from here, I can tell." Again,
that adds to the sort of capriciousness of the whole scenario. And his attitude was
very, almost flip, and certainly, "I'm gonna' tell you how it's going to be."

Yet, he and Andy praised an ODF forester who had cited Andy for a violation of the

Forest Practices Act:

. He didn't miss much and I always felt. . . you couldn't be lazy dealing with
Bill. He was really efficient at his job, he knew the rules and if he didn't know
them, he would find out and he would make sure that you followed them. He did
a lot of follow-up work and in fact, I ended up getting a citation from him because
we didn't follow up on some roadwork that we'd done.. .He did a good job, he
took us out there and explained what went wrong, what we were supposed to do,
why I was getting a citation, and then what we needed to do to correct the
situation."

Nick echoed his son:

"He's a stickler to what the rules and regulations are and sometimes. . .we don't
always like the rules and regulations but he presents them and he enforces them
and he doesn't have the kind of overbearing attitude that some enforcement
people, not just in the forestry department, but anywhere...seem to like their
power they have. And Bill doesn't come across that way what little I've dealt
with him. . .1 think he does his job about as efficiently as a man can do, frankly."

Both were unhappy with the 25 acres of core area established on their forest land. Both

of the ODF officers alluded to above were involved in the establishment of the core area
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and yet, there is a stark difference in the level of trust and confidence Nick and Andy

place in the decisions of the two ODF officers.

4.2.6.3. Arbitrary and Capricious

Respondents expressed frustration at the seemingly arbitrary nature of regulations

and the capriciousness of agencies and personnel. The perception that government and

the regulations it enacts are arbitrary and capricious certainly undermines the credibility

of those institutions and can undermine the trust of those landowners affected by policies.

At the same time, it can contribute to the feeling of powerlessness, that an individual

landowner has no recourse in the face of government action that they perceive as

unfounded and unreasonable. The decision to code text segments as 'arbitrary and

capricious" was based on related comments suggesting that respondents believe that 1.)

Those responsible for implementing policy use it as an opportunity to abuse their power

and 2.) The basis for protection goals in the regulations is unfounded.

Respondents indicated that they felt the decision to restrict their operations by

establishing protection goals for a portion of their properties was without suitable merit

and therefore, arbitrary. The three respondents in the Klamath area all expressed

frustration with significant wetland evaluation criteria that include wetlands resulting

from irrigation or other human activities. Philip, a landowner in Klamath County,

indicated his dissatisfaction with the logic used in delineating protection goals for

wetlands:

"I'll give you an example of the significant wetland I have a problem with. On
one place on the property there's an area where we have a barrow pit. . . we took
gravel out of the ground and used it as a roadbed. Now that barrow pit always has



water in it, it's a manmade barrow pit, and yet it's a significant wetland. Why is
that? It doesn't make any sense to me."

Nick, with 25 acres incorporated in a spotted owl core area in Douglas County, was

explicit in his dissatisfaction with the logic of protection requirements and the decisions

made. Asked how he would've felt about protection requirements if he'd felt he had

greater power and influence in the process of determining the boundaries of the core area:

"I won't say I wouldn't have any problem. . .1 would feel more inclined to accept
it. Obviously at this point I have no option but to accept it, but I think I could
accept it and be comfortable with it if I knew that it made sense..., but this idea
that you can't have any square corner and we certainly can't have a road going
through there, that's the main issue here is it's totally arbitrary and capricious."

Billy in Klamath County expressed the strongest animosity toward government

regulations affecting his management, and questioned the motivation ofgovernment

regulators and the consistency of policies they enact. He repeatedly suggested that

personal whim motivates the decision of those responsible for implementing policies.

His animosity, more so than any other respondent, appeared to be ideological, based in a

belief that government had limited authority to regulate landowners regarding decisions

pertaining to their land. He also expressed a strong distrust ofgovernment

representatives, based on his own experiences and those of people he knows. He told a

story about a friend who had a problem with a building inspector over building codes and

went on to generalize:

.You run across the people that's enforcing things and it becomes a personal
thing. I [the government official] have that power and power corrupts and
everybody is supposed to be treated the same, regardless ofrace, color, creed
when you're dealing with the law."

98
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Billy went on to suggest that concern regarding endangered species is misplaced and the

result of deliberate misinformation on the part of people who have no vested interest in

how he manages his land:

"...The endangered species is not endangered in most cases because. . .they're
overpopulated somewhere else and it's like we do everything else: we manage
stuff and we... get... animals from over there and put them.. .where they don't
have 'em.. . And they have more spotted owls or whatever species... .than is led to
believe because a lot of times we [referring to the government] deliberately give
out erroneous information and.. .in most cases.. .1 am equipped to make the
decisions that affect me better than somebody else that has no vested interest and I
think that it should be some [process] where you can address that."

Billy's distrust of government personnel encompasses both their motives and their

methods and he clearly discounts the basis for protection of many endangered species,

suggesting policies like specified resource site protection are misguided at best. He goes

on to recomniend some venue where a landowner can take their grievances regarding

government regulations. One source of his distrust and resentment is his belief that the

landowner ultimately will make the best decisions for his land rather than the

government, which has no "vested interest". His views were also informed by an

ongoing dispute his neighbor was having with a state agency over a road issue. Billy

characterizes the actions by agency personnel as an "abuse of power" and feels the

landowner never receives "the benefit of the doubt" when conflicts are appealed to the

supervisors of capricious personnel. As he sees it, bureaucrats get angry when a

landowner goes "over their head" and tries to appeal a decision. Billy spoke generally

about government agencies and regulators and appeared to express a strong ideological
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opposition to forest regulations and his resentment of regulators appeared to affect his

attitude toward specified resource site protection requirements.

4.2.7. Elements of Uncertainty and Risk

Elements of Uncertainty and Risk is a theme based upon respondents' comments

about the uncertain consequences of specified resource site protection, their uncertainty

regarding the intent of policy-makers and policies, market uncertainty, and biological or

ecological variability. A variety of statements indicated that respondents perceive

several aspects of uncertainty related to specified resource site policy, forest regulations,

and the need or basis for regulation. Uncertainty regarding the motivations of regulators

and the basis for regulations may be factor undermining respondents' trust for regulators

and the policies they implement.

4.2.7.1. Perceived ambiguity of policymaker, managers, and
regulations

Several respondents made comments indicating that they were confused by some

aspect of the specified resource site requirements, the process of evaluating the status of a

site, or the legal authority and decision-making of agency personnel. The perceived

ambiguity appeared to be frustrating for some of the respondents and undermined their

trust in either the regulation or the agency personnel. This ambiguity could be a

precursor to the perception of capriciousness. That is, if a landowner is unable to discern

a clear intent or implementation of a regulation, they may come to regard the

implementation as a reflection of whimsical or personal interpretation on the part of the

agency regulator. The perception of ambiguity among respondents was both general,

expressed as a question regarding the intent of resource site protection requirements, and
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specific, such as the basis for the 70-acre core area requirement. When asked what he

thought the intent of the regulations is, Nick said the intent wasn't clear to him,

responding, "I think that's a real key point that you've raised is to go back to the forestry

people and ask what it is you're trying to do here."

Lucius characterized the process of evaluating a potential resource site adjacent to

his property as "confusing" for both himself and ODF personnel, saying:

"...You know, I think that these rules are confusing enough that even the forest
practices officers are confused sometimes, and they don't know just exactly how
it's going to affect [the landowner]. Because they can be pretty all encompassing,
how these things work [establishment of core areas]."

Laura is clearly frustrated at the lack of clarity regarding which agency has authority over

habitat protection issues:

"Well, it was very confusing because the BLM guy was saying these are our
regulations and everything's okay and then the ODFW gal comes in, she's the
spotted owl expert, and she's saying, "Oh no, you know we need this and this and
this and this" and then somebody else would say, "And we need something" and

.1 don't know if it was three different organizations there or not, but it was
confusing. And who has primary authority? Is it the state? Ts it the government?
The BLM? Or do you have to satisfy everybody or is there somebody that's an
authority over the state? I thought the government had more authority over the
state, but then there's states' rights, so maybe it has more authority... WHO?"

Laura expresses confusion regarding the appropriate level of authority for protecting the

owl and muses that the federal government has "more authority" over the state.

However, while she questions the role of the state in enacting protection goals for owls

that affect her property, her confusion and frustration reflects a misunderstanding of the

laws pertaining to the spotted owl. One possible consequence of this confusion and

uncertainty is heightened distrust. While landowners bear some responsibility to
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understand the relevant agencies and regulations affecting their land-use, their confusion,

frustration, and perception of ambiguity may foster the perception among some

respondents that the motives and decisions of policy-makers and managers are arbitrary,

resulting in distrust of the agencies with which they interact.

Though some respondents expressed frustration regarding the ambiguity of

specified resource site protection requirements or the process of determining protection

goals for a site, the perceived ambiguity may be a reflection of the policy flexibility

several respondents said they desired. Laura used the words "common sense" and

"leeway" when offering her vision of how forest practices rules should be applied. Nick

also expressed a desire for multiple options and possibilities rather than a rigid

application to every situation. When asked about what he would consider a reasonable

application for specified resource site requirements, Nick answered,

"I think you have to look at each individual situation: here's a nest.. .let's look
and here are the possibilities for protecting that habitat, here's one, two, three,
four, five options, which one is really the best for the habitat, which one makes
the most sense from a timber management situation, and have some negotiation
and discussion..."

Kelly summed up his perception of the process of establishing a core area on his

property:

"Well, typically but distressingly ambiguous. It may be necessarily the case in
defining policies in the current environment.. . one man's ambiguity is another
man's freedom to choose, but as to whether or not there shall be a core
area.. .there's no clear rule about whether or not there should be a core area."

ODF foresters in the field have discretion in determining whether or not a core area is

established and the layout of that site. Protection goals depend upon the specific
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circumstances of each operation and the potential specified resource site. Thus, specified

resource site regulations are not applied indiscriminately. However, the attempt to

consider each situation may lead to a perception among landowners that the process is

inconsistent or that regulations are arbitrarily applied.

4.2.7.2. Protection requirements are site-specific

The scale, cover, and boundaries of protection goals vary depending upon the type

of site and circumstances of the operation. Specified resource site protection goals can

range from a few trees near an osprey nest up to 70 acres for a core area. The rules and

administrative guidance specify habitat characteristics, including "key components" that

ODF officers should include in protection goals for a site; however, ODF officers possess

a substantial degree of discretion to consider site-specific circumstances when

establishing protection requirements. The establishment of a core area can depend upon

several factors, including "size and density of the forest, height of the understory, and

amount of dead and dying material." (ODF, 1994) Tn the case of Sam, Laura, and Lucius,

a core area was established that included a BLM access road while another core area, that

incorporating land owned by Nick, was shifted to avoid incorporating a road through it.

Line-of-sight considerations affect the scale of temporal restrictions near bald eagle nests.

During the critical period of use (January 1 through August 31), operations within a one-

quarter mile of an eagle nest are prohibited. However, if there is a clear line-of-sight

between the nest and the proposed operation, the distance increases to '/2 mile ((OAR

629-665-0220 (2)(b)(A)). Given the variability between sites, proposed operations, and

the parties involved, the application and effects of specified resource site policy will vary
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from ownership to ownership, potentially contributing to the perception that the

requirements are arbitrary. Nonetheless, several respondents, including Billy, Sam and

Laura, and Nick and Andy all suggested that policies should not be "by the book" and

should take into account site-specific circumstances. The specified resource site rules

and administrative guidance appear to be drafted with this intent in mind and can be seen

as attempt to balance the need to protect the biological productivity of a site with the

objectives of a landowner. The current rules do allow a landowner to specify alternative

operational pians to the protection goals, provided their alternative plan would meet or

exceed the protection goals. While a more uniform application of protection goals, such

as a specific prescription for each type of site, could be perceived as fair in that the same

protection measures would apply to every site, it would be of questionable biological

value and might ultimately hurt the interests of landowners.

4.2.7.3. Competing land-uses

Just as the involvement of multiple landowners and agency representatives in the

implementation of spotted owl resource sites characterizes the complexity of the policy

west of the Cascades, the interplay between significant wetlands resource site

requirement, pasture management, and forest operations indicates the complexity of the

policy east of the Cascades. An ODF forester in the Klamath office alluded to

landowner frustrations with significant wetland requirements. He said that landowners

wondered why they could use ranch equipment on roads across irrigated pastures, but

could not drive logging equipment and trucks across the same meadow. Landowners did

not differentiate between the forest practices requirements affecting their forest
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operations and range and ranch management activities that were outside the scope of the

Forest Practices Act. To such landowners, both forest and range management operations

are part of their overall management scheme.

All three respondents in the Klamath area graze cattle on some portion of their

forest lands and all three expressed some frustration with the significant wetlands

requirements, particularly when pastureland that they irrigated was considered

"significant wetlands". All three irrigate land to create pasture for their property. Renzo

irrigates pasture adjacent to his forestlands. However, this irrigation effectively creates

conditions that meet the "significant wetlands" requirements, thereby affecting his forest

operations. Philip maintains that on his property, the ODF forester initially delineated

wetlands on his property based on the presence of two plant species growing on sandy,

pumice soil as much as a couple hundred feet from his pasture. He maintains that the

plant species were an insufficient criterion to designate the land on which they grew as

"significant wetlands". According to Philip, they have also succeeded in expanding the

extent of perennial cover on their property by nearly 30% using innovative grazing

management techniques. However, as a result, the land characterized as "significant

wetland" has increased. He suggests their attempt to improve their range conditions and

manage their grazing responsibly has created unforeseen consequences for their forest

management, including their ability to harvest timber.

4.2.7.4. Uncertain consequences for management

Respondents were concerned about the consequences of wildlife and specified

resource site requirements for their forest management. Sam and Laura, west of
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Sutherlin, were aware of the presence of spotted owls in the vicinity of their property but

were uncertain how their presence would affect their management: "Someone had told

us there was a spotted owl over the hill from us and that's all we knew and so we didn't

think, we didn't know what effect it would have." To deal with this uncertainty, some

respondents took a more active role in monitoring the presence of owls near or on their

property or determining the status of sensitive resources prior to purchasing their

property. Lucius described his due diligence prior to purchasing his 43 acres adjacent to

Sam and Laura. He had contacted BLM to determine whether there were any owls

nearby that would affect him if he purchased the property. He said he was not aware that

the owl was within a half-mile:

"...I knew that there was a potential owl site up here. But when I bought this
property, I called and scoped with a BLM biologist at the Roseburg BLM.. . he
assured me that there was no activity center that under current regulation was
going to be a problem to my property.. .and so I was not aware.. .that the
operation would be impacted by the owl until I went ahead and filed the
notification, and Bob called me and he says, "Well, we've got a little bit of a
problem here." And.. .that's how I found out about it. It came as a huge surprise
to me.. .as someone.. .who is supposed to know better [Lucius has dealt
extensively with specified resource sites in his job with an industrial private forest
company]."

Respondents perceived the potential for forest regulation as a threat to their return

on investment from their forested property. Although equable about the effects of osprey

protection on his own harvest, Ken was emphatic when asked whether the potential for

regulations affects landowners' decisions regarding their forest management:

Sure it does. There's lots of people out there that have small tracts of timber
that's going to be their retirement and they've been hanging on to them, but with
these issues.. . like this [specified resource site protections]. . . we can't afford to
wait, maybe we better take that timber, take it before it's ready. Get that money in
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the bank because you wait ten years down the road, they might not be able to get
that piece of timber."

David in Douglas County echoed Ken's perception of economic risk:

"...Where you have a small landowner with 50 or 70 acres, and all of a sudden,
all of his ground is taken up by a core area.. .1 think there needs to be some
way.. .that person can be reimbursed financially for that burden that he has all of a
sudden absorbed by losing all his production."

Sam and Laura purchased their forestland as an investment and had been discussing a

sale of 40 acres to a local timber company before they became involved in discussions

regarding a core area incorporating part of their property. Sam spoke explicitly regarding

the impact the core area had on his perception of forest land as a viable long-term

investment. Asked why they had purchased their property, they expressed some

bitterness:

Sam: [We bought this land] to enjoy the forest and I like coming out and working
on it and T guess because it is a potential as an investment. It is a good
investment. The trees are always growing, adding cubic feet every year, so it's a
lot better than a CD. At least I thought it was until...

Laura: Until this.

Sam: Until somebody comes along and says, oh, all those cubic feet are
somebody else's.

Laura: They belong to the owl.

Sam's comment suggests that he no longer views his forest property in the core area as "a

good investment" due to the presence of the owl and the perceived loss of control.

Some landowners will have a long-term multi-generational perspective of

resource site protection goals and may not see them as a risk factor significantly affecting
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their management decisions. When asked whether this was the first time he'd dealt with

setting up a forested buffer for an eagle on his property, Renzo responded:

"It's the first time for me but I don't see a problem with it because there's enough
flexibility that you can still log within an eagle management area and those eagle
areas will change over time. In other words, forty years from now there may not
be.. .an eagle nest there and it would allow you to go in there and harvest the
timber. So unlike the 10 foot no-cut along the stream which is.. .in perpetuity,
with an eagle management area, there'll be some time in the future where we can
probably go and log that."

Renzo distinguishes between riparian requirements in the FPA, which he sees as

restricting his harvest options "in perpetuity" from the eagle specified resource site

requirements, which he sees as dynamic and temporary, even if the potential for harvest

does not occur several decades in the future. Renzo also sees economic potential in

managing for habitat and aesthetics on his property, which may coincide with the intent

of specified resource site requirements to protect forest resources around a site. He was

asked what he meant when he said his forests are "worth something" beyond the value of

the standing timber:

"Well financially and aesthetically, and those two combined make it worth more
because a forest has value and not just in what the logs are worth. Aesthetic
values.. .are bringing more and more dollar values to the land, so you have to
consider that aspect of a forest. In the real estate market, folks are willing to buy
a piece of property that's forested with no intent of logging it, just to be able to
have a place to go and have solitude."

4.2.7.5. Responses to uncertainty

Respondents considered the potential movement of birds to and from sites and the

potential impact on their forest management decisions. Nick and Andy, Sam and Laura,

Renzo, Lucius, and Ken all referred to the potential for an osprey, eagle, or owl to take up
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residence on or near their property, thereby encumbering their forest operations through

the establishment of protection goals. Nick and Andy and Sally and David were aware of

the presence of owls in forest units they intended to harvest and were waiting for owls to

move before proposing operations. As Andy noted about one planned operation, "I

submitted a notification and found about the owl and withdrew the plans for that area."

Respondents also indicated a hope that birds would eventually vacate a site, allowing

them to proceed with harvesting. Andy was honest about their intentions for their 25

acres in an owl core area if the owl eventually abandoned the site: "We're going to wait

until the owl's not there and then we're going to run in and get it out." In addition to

market considerations, Nick and Andy suggested that they also consider the risk of an

owl taking up residence in one of their stands as a factor in managing rotation ages: "we

don't let our trees get that big anymore. There's certainly no economic benefit and if it

becomes owl habitat then there's a definite downside to it."

The interaction between barred and spotted owls may increasingly affect the

application of specified resource site protection goals as barred owls displace spotted

owls and affect their distribution across the landscape. Titus noted that a pair of owls

formerly resident on adjacent BLM land was now gone and mused that barred owls

might've forced them out of the area: "Recently, we've seen some barred owls.. . come

in. . . and they're more apt to eat squirrels than the spotted owls and the spotted owls have

left. I don't know if it's because. . .the barred owls have come in. I don't know what

caused the spotted owls to leave." David, operations manager for Sally on her property

in Douglas County, believes the barred owls may be forcing spotted owls out of "best-
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suitable" habitat into marginal stands and as a consequence, core areas may incorporate

stands that neither landowners nor managers would anticipate:

"...If you're going to continue to protect them [spotted owls], then the birds are
going to move someplace else and the odds of them landing on you become
higher than they were before.. .1 mean that's already happening.. .because of the
influence of the barred owl on the spotted owl. They're moving a lot of spotted
owls out of their historic habitats and forcing them into other habitats just like this
core area that was set up here. That is a very, very non-typical area for a spotted
owl."

Another aspect of interactions between barred and spotted owls with potential

consequences for specified resource site policy came not from landowners, but from Lisa,

a federal biologist with several years experience locating, tracking, and monitoring

spotted owls. The increasing presence of barred owls may also affect the likelihood of

detecting spotted owls in a stand, thereby affecting the process of determining whether

spotted owls are still present or have abandoned a site. Lisa noted that non-detection is a

different conclusion than deciding that a site is not occupied and thinks that owls may not

respond to attempts to locate it if a barred owl is resident in the vicinity. As a

consequence, a site might be considered no longer occupied even though spotted owls

might be present. She thinks the protocol for determining presence should be revised,

requiring a greater number of visits before deciding a site is no longer occupied. Lisa

said she is hesitant to say a site is not occupied when contacted by ODF foresters

inquiring about the status of a site.

4.2.8. Perceptions of Threatened and Endangered Species and Habitat
Protection
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Perceptions of Threatened and Endangered Species and Habitat Protection is

based upon NIPF owner perceptions of specified resource site protection and the species

the regulations are designed to protect. Respondents' beliefs regarding the habitat needs

of species, their personal observations of wildlife, and their attitude regarding the need to

provide habitat for wildlife all relate to their perceptions of specified resource site policy.

While most of the respondents indicated some appreciation for wildlife on their property,

the degree to they consider habitat needs in their management decisions appeared to vary

considerably. Some respondents directed strong animosity toward spotted owls as a

target for their frustration arising from resource site restrictions while other respondents

favored the presence of eagles or owls on their property as an indication of their

management success. There were also striking contrasts in respondents' views regarding

the concept of whether a species is endangered and as a result, whether they require any

special habitat considerations.

4.2.8.1. Perceptions of wildlife covered in specified resource site
protection goals

Respondents' perceptions of wildlife were closely tied to their perceptions of

resource site requirements, particularly in the cases involving spotted owls. Titus and

Kelly expressed the strong support for spotted owl protection and positive regard for the

owls themselves as worthy of consideration in their management decisions. Kelly was

pleased to volunteer his forest land to provide suitable habitat for a spotted owl core area,

saying of the opportunity, "We are very much hopeful that this pair of owls will be

successful ultimately and so we are going to stay out of, we're not going to do anything in
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our portion of the quarter- mile circumference." Kelly also indicated that he perceived

the process of establishing the core area as a "new and very, very positive event."

Titus described his experience assisting a Federal biologist monitor owls on BLM

adjacent to his own:

". . .I've been part of the whole process. Actually having it happen and being part
of [it]. . . and then when they have babies, they call me up and tell me I'm a
grandfather. Oh, you're a grandfather again this year, so we have a kind of a joke
about it now."

He also expressed his feeling about personal contact with the owl, saying "I really

liked the spotted owls back there. They were a joy to me actually. We actually tagged

that one and I released it. It was a very nice feeling to let the owl go." Later, he went on

to express his frustration at the perception among many landowners that providing habitat

for spotted owls is negative. Titus went on to complain about literature he had received

in the mail from property rights groups. He maintained that land-use regulations are

often discussed as burdensome and an imposition on landowners, thereby affecting the

attitudes of landowners toward environmental and land-use regulations.

Both Kelly and Titus also expressed their support for spotted owl core area

requirements. Kelly believes the decline of the spotted owl is an important indicator of

the failure of current forest management practices. He suggested that landowner

animosity toward spotted owls is a manifestation of that failure:

"...One of the things it [hostility toward owls] says is, "Oh look, I am driving [the
owl] out of existence on my land and I'm guilty about that, so I'm going to do
those little critters in so there's no more to talk about." I think small woodland
owners are facing a very substantial ethical crisis to the extent that they are hostile
toward the protection of these species in that, because of their value as indicators,



a better approach would be to manage the forests in such a way that they are
proud of the presence of these indicator species."

Sam and Laura, the owners with 16 acres in a core area outside Sutherlin, stand in stark

contrast to Kelly and Titus. They made several comments suggesting that the owl

embodies all their frustrations with resource site regulations and the impact on their

management decisions:

Laura: Twenty? 20 acres we lost just so the owls can fly between this
BLM piece and this BLM piece...

And...

Sam: . . . until somebody comes along and says, "Oh, all those cubic feet are
somebody else's."

Laura: They belong to the owl...

Their frustration toward the spotted owl is strong enough to motivate a wish that

they could eliminate the owl from their property. Sam and Laura regard the presence of a

nearby spotted owl as liability, preventing them from doing what they wish with their

property. They had been discussing a rumor that the BLM had been introducing spotted

owls into the area west of Sutherlin:

Sam: If they transport birds like they do elk to different areas, then they're
infringing even more upon our rights to plant a bird. Then why can't I plant bird?
Why can't I plant a barred owl that will eat those the spotted owls]. . .I'm
serious.. . if I could find a barred owl, I would bring that owl out here and turn it
loose. It would eliminate the spotted owl hopefully and then...

Laura: We could do what we wanted...
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Spotted owls engendered the strongest responses. Respondents generally spoke

favorably regarding the presence of eagles and herons on their property. Philip, in

Kiamath county, appreciates the presence of eagles on his property, saying:

"...There's a roost tree in front of my house.. .I'm not going to go out and cut that
roost tree down. And there could be an eagle nest there next year, who knows? I
get a lot of enjoyment out of watching eagles, so to me it's a more plus having it
here than a negative."

Ken in Douglas County also has ospreys that frequent his current property, a trailer park

along the Umqua River. While he has concerns about the potential impact of specified

resource site policy on forest owners with small parcels, he expressed no anger or

resentment over having to set aside timber for the osprey. He believes he could've

harvested closer to the nest without disturbing the osprey. Wrapping up the interview, he

talked about his perception of ospreys in the vicinity of his current property. Without

referring to any specific land-use requirements, he'd just talked about the potential risk of

an osprey establishing a new nest that would close down his RV park:

"...1 love the osprey. In fact I've got a pond over there that's full of small-mouth
bass and bluegill, then I've got three ponds over there that got koi fish in them and
I've lost several nice koi fish to the osprey, but it's almost worth the price of
admission to sit there and watch them dive in and get those koi or get those bass
or bluegill. The people love it. I've been standing 20 feet from the pond and had
the osprey dive and take a fish right in front of me. If I thought I could get that
osprey to perform [starts joking about charging admission to watch the osprey].
No, I think the osprey is a great bird..."

4.2.8.2. Habitat as part of management objectives

Sally, Kelly, Philip, Renzo, Billy all indicated that they consider fish and wildlife

habitat as part of their management objectives. Except for Billy, resource site protection
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requirements for wildlife species did not seem to trouble these forest owners to the degree

it did others. Other respondents, while expressing appreciation for wildlife to varying

degrees, did not make statements indicating that provision of habitat is a major

consideration, except in those instances required by regulations. Billy said that one of the

reasons he purchased his 571 acres in Klamath County was the presence of wildlife. He

implied that his management objectives included both economic return and abundant

wildlife:

"...If you're going to invest money, you'd want an economic return on it, but the
other things are just a plus, but.. . whatever it is you want to do, you don't want it
to devalue.. .but I originally bought it because of the amount of wildlife, because
I'm into that and. . . when I was going through college they taught us to always
keep in mind nature and design goes together, so whatever you're going to
design. . . it should enhance nature also."

Nonetheless, of all the respondents, Billy expressed the strongest resistance to restrictions

on his forest management decisions. In fact, he expressed general animosity for land-use

restrictions in general, espousing a nearly absolute right of private landowners to make

decisions regarding their property without government intervention.

As noted earlier, Kelly regarded the provision of habitat for spotted owls as a

positive development indicative of their success in trying to restore older stands on their

property. Titus ultimately had no restrictions on his proposed operation because owls

vacated a nest on adjacent BLM property. Nonetheless, he wanted to provide habitat for

spotted owls and had approached ODF regarding the possibility of setting up part of a

core area on his property.

4.2.8.3. Our activities do not threaten wildlife



One reason for respondent's negative perception of wildlife protection

requirements, whether those of the Endangered Species Act or specified resource site

requirements, is because they believe such regulations are unnecessary. Some

respondents believed their actions only minimally affected wildlife or that sufficient

habitat was available on adjacent Federal land to which animals could move. Sam and

Laura didn't believe their management activities would affect the spotted owls in their

area:

Sam: ". . .In reality, if we were allowed to manage the land the way we do it, I
don't think that bird is going to give one hoot. He's going to do whatever he
wants to and we're not going to change his deal. If he's got a nice BLM 40 acres
up there that he can fly around in, he'll do it. If he doesn't have a 40 acre BLM,
he'll go somewhere else."

Laura: ". . .He'll find another place."

Sam: ".. .And he'll what he wants to do then. I think it's stupid to say that we
need to protect that bird."

Billy in Kiamath County, the respondent who seemed to express the strongest ideological

reaction to forest protection requirements, also derided the need for habitat protection

requirements, saying, "Say you wanted to cut all this [his forested land] off and you said

you'd wait until the owl fledges and then you feel you should be able to cut that nest tree

down because there's plenty of other habitat out there for it to go to [emphasis added]."

Lucius, Nick and Andy, and Billy all implied that the responsibility for providing habitat

for threatened and endangered wildlife should fall primarily on Federal lands rather than

on private forest owners. According to Billy, even though he believes he voluntarily

considers wildlife in his management decisions, reserves the right to cut his trees:

116
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"..I'm taking care of the wildlife...Suppose. . .every tree on here.. was clear-cut
[before] and I went up and put [planted] all the trees in there. . . if I put all the trees
in.. .and that eagle decide he want to go up and get in some of my trees.. .[the eagle]
can use them as long as [he] want to. If I want to cut it, then [the eagle can] go to the
next tree. But.. .you have millions of acres around here that's owned by the
government and the rest of it is controlled by the government, and. . .you set aside
millions of acres and all of those birds could go to that."

Lucius generally accepts wildlife protection in the FPA, saying "You know I don't think

there's anything wrong with... looking at basic wildlife management as one of the issues

that's covered in the Forest Practices Act. I think that's perfectly reasonable." However,

he also suggests that the provision of habitat for threatened and endangered species

should be the role of federal rather than private lands:

"...I think probably the only thing that you can do is that federal lands need to be
the lands that are primarily called upon for either habitat or. . . recovery. When
you're looking at endangered species, we're talking about recovery. That really
needs to be done and I honestly think that. . .private lands need to have, under the
Endangered Species Act.. .a lessened level of responsibility..."

Lucius talks about recovery, reflecting a possible misunderstanding on the part of

landowners regarding the intent and authority of both the ESA and specified resource site

requirements. The ESA does not require that private landowners use their land to

contribute to recovery of populations nor are specified resource site requirements

intended to protect the populations of the species covered by the protection goals.

Nonetheless, it points to the challenge of getting landowners to voluntarily manage their

forests for the recovery of sensitive species, if they believe that is an objective best left to

public lands.
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5. Conclusion

There were three objectives to this research: 1.) Determine the extent of forest

operation - specified resource site interactions in Oregon; 2.) Determine the extent of

forest operation - specified resource site interactions in selected ODF districts; and 3.)

Examine and describe landowner perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors regarding

specified resource site protection. Related questions included a comparison of policy

interactions between IPF and NIPF operations to determine whether NIPF operations are

disproportionately affected by protection goals, and respondents' perceptions and values

related to wildlife and habitat protection on private land. The cost of protection borne by

landowners in each administrative unit was not determined. Landowners could not

provide definite figures and records at each unit did not include sufficient information to

estimate the amount of timber left standing in forested buffers. However, the various

types of costs landowners associated with resource site protection were identified and

correspond to those identified in a previous ODF report (Lundblad, 1993). Based on the

results from the analysis of the FACTS database and interviews with respondents, I

suggest possible actions to address some of the issues raised by landowners and develop

landowner support for habitat protection, and questions for further research.

5.1. Specified resource site protection as a "wicked problem"

Specified resource site protection rules are complex in their implementation and

resulted in a range of perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors among the respondents

interviewed for this study. In its complexity, specified resource site protection might be
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characterized as a "wicked problem" (Allen and Gould, 1986; Rittel and Webber 1973).

Synthesizing the work of several authors, Kakoyannis (2004) identified several

characteristics of "wicked problems", including: 1.) Numerous interactive variables; 2.)

Problem is not well-defined; 3.) Multiple parties with differing values and interpretations

of the problem and pertinent data; 4.) High scientific uncertainty and incomplete data;

5.) No one correct answer exists for a problem; 6.) Indeterminate, non-linear causal

relationships; 7.) Unique context; and 8.) Actions result in different spatial and temporal

effects.

The implementation of specified resource site policy manifests these

characteristics. The implementation of protection goals depends upon several interactive

variables, including the availability of data, changes in wildlife biology theories and

concepts, collaboration of multiple landowners and agencies, differing scales of

landscape incorporated in protection goals, and competing land-uses. The problem is not

well-defined: while resource site policy and the implementation of protection goals is

nominally legal and biological, the interview responses indicated the economic, socit1,

and political aspects of resource site policy. There are multiple parties, including agency

staff, industrial and non-industrial forest owners with different interpretations of specified

resource site policy and the assumptions and data upon which the policy is based. There

is inherent scientific uncertainty regarding "best-available data" and the outcomes of

protection goals. For instance, does the implementation of protection goals effectively

guarantee the biological productivity of those sites? The data to answer that question are

incomplete. No one correct answer will address conflicts arising from the interactions
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between landowners' perceptions and values and the implementation of the policy. Each

instance of a potential resource site is unique: the process of evaluating and implementing

protection goals consists of a unique combination of landowners, agency staff, the

intended operation, and the biological and physical characteristics of a site. The

operational intent of the landowner and the implementation of the policy result in

outcomes that can vary spatially and temporally. A seasonal restriction on operating

logging equipment will result in different outcomes than a spatial restriction of 70-acres

lasting for three years or more. Finally, the interviews suggest that the various themes

interact with landowners' values, interacting in various ways to shape their perceptions of

habitat protection and specified resource site policy. There is no clear linear, causal

relationship. Respondents' reaction to this complexity is manifest in the themes of trust

and credibility, uncertainty, and power and control. These themes have been identified in

other qualitative research as common aspects of non-industrial landowner perceptions of

forest management, forest regulations, and relationships with agencies (Bergmann and

Bliss, 2003; Bliss and Martin, 1989). Some of these manifestations of "wicked"

problems are addressed in greater detail below.

5.1.1. Unique contexts at different spatial and temporal scales

As the quantitative result indicated, there are ODF administrative units in which

operational-resource site interactions are few or non-existent. Active resource sites in

these areas have likely been few, and perhaps non-existent. In those areas, specified

resource site policy is unlikely to be of great concern or consequence to landowners,

except as an ideological issue for absolute private property rights advocates. Areas in
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which the policy plays out at its most complex are those where mixed ownership and

spotted owls coincide, such as the Douglas, Medford, and Veneta districts. In these

areas, landowners with land incorporated into spotted owl core areas may express

perspectives and attitudes similar to those shared by interview respondents in this study:

some degree of distrust, loss of control, and frustration with the uncertainty inherent in

the application of specified resource site policy. In addition, a small minority of

landowners may express support and actively participate in efforts to preserve habitat on

their property to protect sensitive, threatened, and endangered species. In the case of

eagles, ospreys, great blue herons, and significant wetlands, protection goals appear

generally flexible enough that operational possibilities may remain for the landowner

resulting in fewer complaints. Respondents with larger acreages also generally perceived

greater flexibility to work around protection goals, expressing sympathy for landowners

with smaller landholdings and the potential effect of a 70-acre core area their intended

operations.

Administrative guidance for specified resource site policy is written to provide

flexibility for ODF foresters at the unit level to establish protection goals based on the

circumstances of each unique combination of forest operation and site rather than using

the same prescription for every situation. Unfortunately, this very flexibility may

contribute to landowner perceptions of inconsistency or capriciousness as it vests

considerable authority in the ODF forester determining the status of a site and allows for

the establishment of protection goals that vary from site to site based on topography,

vegetative cover, and other landscape features. For example, while a road may bisect a
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core area in one instance, a core area in another case may be established such that avoids

a road entirely. The landowner whose land is used for a core area in order to avoid a road

may wonder why a road is included in another core area. Failing to recognize that core

area establishment is based on the circumstances of each situation, a landowner may

perceive inconsistent or unfair treatment.

5.1.2. Different parties, different definitions: resource sites as social,
economic, and technical issues

"Wicked problems" lack clear definition, encompassing multiple parties with

varied, occasionally conflicting perceptions of a problem. ODF staff spoke of the

administrative or technical issues, while landowners frequently spoke to the themes

outlined in the previous chapter, suggesting a difference in how landowners and ODF

staff perceive and define the specified resource site "problem". Another aspect of

"wicked problems", the non-linear causality, is evident in the themes arising from the

landowner interviews. Respondents' perceptions of specified resource site protection

were a complex mix of economic, political, and social issues and values.

5.1.2.1. Indeterminate, non-causal relationships: does the process
create values or vice versa?

Landowner resistance to specified resource site protection goals and sensitive

resource protection does not simply result from the loss of harvest rights to timber.

Perceptions and beliefs affect one another, determining landowner responses to the

process of evaluating resource sites. Prior to interaction with ODF regarding specified

resource site protection, respondents held a range of beliefs and values regarding the

regulation of private property and the protection of wildlife and sensitive resources. A
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couple of respondents advocated the protection of species such as spotted owls and even

advocated for stronger measures. Such landowners may even question the current model

of forest production as inimical to the functioning of forest ecosystems and associated

wildlife species. Others expressed strong animosity to nearly any government attempt to

regulate their management activities on private property. Subsequent interaction with

ODF to evaluate a potential specified resource site may then further affect their values or

perceptions of sensitive resource protection. That interaction and subsequent perception

is based upon several factors, including their ability to adjust to the uncertainty in the

process and protection goals, trust in the individuals involved, credibility of the

information used to make the policy decision, and the working relationship with the

people involved. At any point in the process of evaluating and determining protection

goals, a personal interaction, lack of information or understanding, or intimidation could

affect a landowner's perception of credibility, risk, or trust, thereby affecting their

subsequent perception of the specified resource site process and their willingness to

support conservation goals. This multifaceted definition of the problem is reflected in the

themes arising during the interviews.

5.1.2.2. Power and Control

While ODF officers may regard resource site protection as a technical or

administrative issue, several respondents indicated that they perceive specified resource

site protection as an issue of power and control. Agency and landowner objectives are in

conflict when protection goals for a specified resource site curtail the intended activities

of a landowner, leaving the landowner with the feeling that she will be unable to meet her
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objective for that portion of her property. At a deeper level, public values reflected in

regulations to protect threatened, endangered, and sensitive resources on private land are

conflicting with the landowners' values of private property rights and the utilitarian

nature of forest resources. A landowner's perception that he lacks power or options can

affect his perception of regulatory agencies, that imposing restrictions is the purpose of

such agencies, thereby fostering further distrust. A significant feeling of loss of power or

control can result in frustration or aggression and may lead to an attempt by the

landowner to assert power at the expense of whatever they perceive is taking their power

from them (Wilmot and locker, 2001), such as a spotted owl or an agency such as ODF.

In those instances, landowners may use exceptionally adversarial means, including

lawsuits in the courts or engaging in illegal activities as a way of asserting their power in

a situation.

Economic concerns were raised by respondents as both an issue of control (they

lost the ability to sell their timber as they saw fit) and uncertainty (unanticipated events

that affected their ability to plan and make decisions regarding their timber.) Further,

respondents such as Sam and Laura did not differentiate between operational restrictions

and loss of land ownership, conflating the limiting of potential activities with complete

alienation from their property. Landowners who fear that government regulations are an

attempt to seize control of private lands are sometimes regarded as paranoid or

ideologically extreme. Yet, a willingness to listen to such concerns and a genuine

attempt to understand the basis for such fears may alleviate the concerns of some

landowners and lessen their alienation and resistance to land-use regulations.
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5.1.2.3. Interpersonal communication and dynamics

Clear communication with awareness of these potential issues, complete and

understandable information regarding the process and possible options, and an

acknowledgement of the limitations and ambiguity of the process are essential and may

help to alleviate landowner concerns regarding the motives and intent behind ODF staff

decisions and resource site policy. ODF demonstrates a strong commitment to ensuring

that family-owned forests remain part of the Oregon landscape through its efforts to

provide technical advice and its participation in and support for various incentive

programs for NIPF owners. Stewardship foresters are generally sympathetic to

landowner concerns. Nonetheless, a conflict between an ODF officer and a landowner

can significantly affect the landowner's subsequent perception of the agency and some

respondents felt that they had been "talked at" or disrespected during the resource site

evaluation process, contributing to a negative perception of sensitive resource and

wildlife habitat protection.

5.1.3. Scientific uncertainty and incomplete data: Habitat standards and the
credibility of biological science

According to the law, ODF managers must implement specified resource site

protection goals based upon a consideration of the "best-available" data and the need to

safeguard the biological productivity of a site. Yet, landowner respondents clearly

indicated that they dispute the scientific information upon which the policy decisions are

based. Those respondents who were generally hostile to efforts to protect sensitive

resources on private land disagreed with the state's definition of the problem (whether
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sites need protection), the information used to assess it and make a decision ("best-

available data" was not credible), as well as the outcome (unhappy with established

protection goals). Clearly, some respondents felt strongly that resource site protection

goals are an illegitimate imposition of state authority. Confusion regarding appropriate

authority, the bases for decision-making and the restrictions regarding forest operations

contributed to respondents' frustrations and the perception of illegitimate restrictions.

Others didn't question the principle of protecting sensitive resources but felt frustration or

anger at the way the policy was implemented.

5.2. Recommendations and alternatives

Engendering landowner support for or minimizing resistance to specified resource

site protection goals requires a combination of approaches that address issues identified

during the interviews (Table 12). While the intent of specified resource site policy is to

protect the biological productivity of specific sites that could be compromised by

proposed forest operations, a practical, an unstated corollary for ODF is to achieve the

greatest compliance with the policy without alienating the populations it serves, which

includes forest landowners, both industrial and non-industrial. It is unreasonable to

expect ODF to forgo resource protection in order to satisfy all landowners. ODF has a

dual role to ensure Oregon landowners are able to maintain a productive, working forest

landscape and to enforce the requirements of the FPA to conserve forest, soil, and

wildlife resources. ODF personnel regard forest landowners as customers and attempt to

work with them to encourage sound forest practices and assist them in meeting their

management objectives. However, assisting landowners to meet their objectives cannot
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come at the expense of sensitive resources and as such, there are landowners who will

continue to express dissatisfaction or frustration when protection goals prevent them from

meeting their operational objectives. However, this study's interviews revealed that

landowners concerns entailed more than simply foregone harvests or the inability to do

what they wished. Landowners also expressed concerns about loss of control, lack of

trust, the interpersonal dynamics of evaluating specified resource sites, and the confusion

and uncertainty regarding related to site protection.

By implementing measures to alleviate some of these concerns, it may improve

trust and communication between ODF staff and landowners, facilitate understanding

among affected forest owners regarding their options and the steps involved in

determining specified resource sites, and result in greater awareness among landowners

regarding the intent and information underlying the resource site process. It may shift the

views of some landowners from ambivalence to support for rules protecting sensitive

resources. For others, while they may still be unhappy with the eventual outcome when a

portion of their timber land is used for protection goals, they will understand the basis for

the decision and trust the process that produced it. Some landowners indicated that, even

though they were unhappy or critical with the outcome ofa site evaluation, they

understood the basis for decisions and generally trusted the ODF foresters with whom he

worked. The intent of the following suggestions is to encourage continuing support from

landowners who already support the intent of sensitive resource protection, while

lessening the hostility, distrust, or confusion that other landowners might express toward

such efforts.
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5.2.1. Provide consistent, complete written and verbal communication with
landowners

The process of evaluating and establishing protection goals has potential for

conflict, as indicated by several respondents. The ODF foresters interviewed in this

study expressed sympathy for landowners and a desire to help landowners meet their

objectives. ODF personnel are undoubtedly committed to assisting forest owners and

have a good understanding of NIPF issues. Nonetheless, individual foresters may be

unaware of or discount some NIPF concerns due to preconceptions of NIPF owners

(Jones et al., 1995). Certainly the varying experiences of respondents indicated

differences in the manner regulatory requirements and policy decisions were

communicated to them. The manner of communication could be the crucial difference

between a landowner's qualified acceptance of an ODF officer's decision as fair, if

unwelcome or ongoing, lingering resentment due to a manner of presentation they

regarded as disrespectful. If a landowner feels disrespected or without due consideration

for their concerns, it undermines the goal of developing landowner support for objectives,

including conservation on private land.

Training on communication skills, including recognizing and deescalating

confrontations, could help develop better working relationships with landowners and

manage conflicts when they arise. A particular topic that could require clear explanation

is the different authorities of the USFWS, BLM, Forest Service, and ODF relative to

specified resource sites. ODF foresters should be able to explain to a landowner the

different statutory responsibilities of state and federal agencies as it applies to specified

resource site policy. It may require that ODF foresters ask landowners whether the
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distinctions are clear. In particular, spotted owl core area deliberations may involve

many people, several of them representatives of various agencies. This may be an

intimidating setting for a landowner and they may be hesitant to ask questions to clarify

their understanding. Unanswered questions can linger. Confusion or lack of

understanding can lead to frustration, turning ambiguity into capriciousness, and fueling

distrust.

Written materials could also help develop landowner understanding regarding

specified resource site policy. Currently, a description of specified resource sites is

available in the illustrated version of the Forest Practices Act manual. Online, two Forest

Practices Notes (FPN) are available that describe the rationale and process for spotted

owl and osprey specified resource sites. Links to those notes are difficult to find at the

ODF website. Forest Practices Notes for Great Blue Herons, Bald Eagles, and

Significant Wetlands could be completed and a copy enclosed with each courtesy notice

informing landowners of potential specified resource sites and the 1-2 page fact sheet

outlining the evaluation process and possible outcomes.

5.2.1.1. Provide full disclosure regarding possible management
options

The possible outcomes and options related to resource site protection depending

upon the individuals involved, operational objectives, and the characteristics of a

resource site. The rules do allow for possible alternatives for meeting protection goal

requirements. This may require creativity and suggestions from the ODF forester. One

possibility that is infrequently considered is the use of silvicultural practices to accelerate
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the development or improve the characteristics of wildlife habitat. This could include

selective harvesting such as single-tree selection. While uneconomical for industrial

owners, this could meet the needs for many NIPF owners whose primary objective is not

a sustained yield harvest. However, the additional time could be worthwhile if it

facilitates a suitable balance of meeting protection goals and meeting a landowner's

management objectives. It might lessen the perception of loss of control and provide

sufficient economic opportunity for a landowner.

When protection goals for threatened species such as bald eagles and spotted owls

are established for a site, landowners are usually informed about the possibility of

acquiring an incidental take permit (ITP) from the USFWS. However, there is no

guarantee that an ITP will exempt the landowner from specified resource site protection

goals for a site. Landowners are also informed they can apply for spatial or temporal

exemptions to protection goals, though according to one ODF staff member, spatial

exemptions are exceedingly rare. Landowners also have the option of appealing the

establishment of a site to the Board of Forestry. While all these options are currently

available to landowners affected by specified resource site requirements, it may be that

not all landowners are fully informed of these options at all times in all districts. A one

to two page sheet outlining the specified resource site evaluation process and the possible

options available to landowners if a site becomes "active" might address some of the

frustration expressed by respondents regarding lack of options for future management,

the prospect for appealing decisions, or confusion regarding the evaluating process.
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5.2.2. Landowner recognition

The voluntary efforts of landowners to conserve wildlife and habitat are being

recognized publicly as an expression of appreciation for their conservation efforts.

Currently, the Oregon Board of Forestry and ODFW award the Forest Practices Operator

of the Year and the Fish and Wildlife Steward of the Year. The awards are bestowed on

those who protect resources beyond the requirements of the FPA and work to improve

fish and wildlife resources in their management practices. The Tree Farmer of the Year

Award, bestowed by the Oregon Tree Farm System, awards landowners for responsible

forest stewardship. Such recognition is important to landowners, publicly affirming their

efforts to be good stewards and offering role models to other landowners. One

respondent in proudly alluded to several awards he had received for his conservation

efforts and responsible range management when touring his property and discussing

specified resource sites. ODF is already working to recognize NIPF owners for their

contributions to good forest, fish, and wildlife stewardship. Broadening the audience of

that recognition may encourage other landowners to consider fish and wildlife in the

forest management and support habitat conservation. There may be a peer education

opportunities to involve those who've been recognized for their innovative practices to

assist those landowners who've been affected by specified resource site protection goals.

5.2.3. Provide compensation or other alternatives

In addition to regulatory requirements, education, direct incentives, and market

creation are potential strategies for achieving conservation goals include (Doremus, 2003;

Parkhurst and Shogren, 2003). These strategies should be evaluated based on criteria
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including feasibility, effectiveness, fairness, and potential future impacts. To ensure

feasibility and fairness, it is essential to build landowner support for conservation goals

on private land. This requires that policy-makers address landowner concerns regarding

uncertainty, trust, and loss of control. Landowners offer qualified support for protection

of sensitive resources on their lands, provided there is some form of compensation or

reduction of the risk that they would lose control a result of cooperation (Bliss et al.,

1994; Jones et al., 1995). A few, as expected, expressed strong resistance to state and

federal requirements that protect sensitive resources on their lands. Even with

compensation, it is unclear whether landowners with views similar to those expressed by

respondents in this study would support specified resource site requirements or similar

regulations. However, it could temper some of their resentment and animosity.

One measure of effectiveness and fairness of the policy could be the degree of

animosity and conflict arising from its' implementation. Most respondents indicated that

specified resource site policy is something they could grudgingly accept, if not

wholeheartedly endorse, if they felt there were options, including compensation,

available to them. Ten respondents indicated that compensation in some form would help

to "make right" the loss of value associated with protection goals, though there are

indications that respondents were concerned with other requirements of the FPA as well.

Two respondents implied they did not particularly distinguish between specified resource

site requirements and other restrictions in the FPA. If ODF begins to compensate for lost

timber revenue due to protection goals, it may find itself in the position of having to pay

compensation for enforcement of other FPA requirements, such as streamside buffers or
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high-risk slide zones. In my view, at its most general, the recent passage of Measure 37

is an indication that a majority of voters did not make a distinction among different

regulations when it came to the question of whether a landowner should be compensated

for lost value due to government land-use regulations.

Washington DNR currently compensates landowners with 20 acres or greater

whose harvests have been restricted by the "Forest and Fish" rules that substantially

curtail logging in riparian areas. According to the DNR, landowners with less than 20

acres maintain smaller buffers and do not suffer as great an "economic hit" as larger

landowners and are not eligible for compensation. However those owning less than 20

acres are allowed to operate under the less-restrictive riparian rules in effect prior to the

adoption of "Forest and Fish" requirements. The current compensation program is

funded through the state general fund. Several hundred landowners have applied for

compensation, of which 80 have been compensated with lump sum payments for their

riparian easements, effective for 50 years. Upon transfer of ownership, it is incumbent on

prospective buyer to negotiate a reduced purchase price for the property (pers. comm.,

Kirk Hanson, 7 September 2004).

There are several caveats to compensation including the question of determining

the biological value of a site, the economic value of the timber, and the conservation

preference of the landowners. Kelly voluntarily provided land for a spotted owl core

area, while other landowners might attempt to exact steep compensation for a comparable

site. Thus, ODF could be in the position of providing substantial compensation based on

timber values for a site of limited biological value. Specified resource site productivity
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is not considered in the context of wildlife population dynamics, although, as the case of

Sam and Laura demonstrated, habitat connectivity is considered in the establishment of

spotted owl core areas.

While landowners raised the issue of compensation, it was often in the context of

loss of control over property decisions or uncertainties regarding long-term financial

returns from their forest stands. Furthermore, respondents expressed dissatisfaction with

aspects other than lack of compensation, including lack of information, confusion

regarding the decision-making process, relevant authority for establishing habitat

protection requirements, and lack of management options. As noted earlier, given the

complexity of specified resource site policy, no one solution will satisfy all forest

landowners and protect all sites.

5.2.3.1. Expand implementation and benefits of stewardship
planning and conservation easements

Formerly, the FPA authorized ODF to enter into voluntary stewardship

agreements with private landowners in which private landowners would agree to

management goals for their forest land that included habitat conservation. At the urging

of the Conservation Incentives Working Group (CJWG), that authorization for

stewardship plans was removed from the Forest Practices Act and reestablished in

Oregon House Bill 3616, in order to develop the legal basis for stewardship planning that

is applicable to both agricultural and forest lands. Currently, the ODF and the Oregon

Department of Agriculture (ODA) are in consultation with ODFW to develop a

stewardship planning option that would potentially apply to both agricultural and forest
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practices (pers. comm., Laimy Quakenbush, 1 September 2004). One respondent was

told that no such option was currently available while another said that he had considered

an ODF stewardship plan but did not find the option very "exciting". According to the

CJWG, the stewardship option under the FPA provided insufficient incentives to

participate. They note the public review process of proposed stewardship plans as a

potential disincentive. The U.S. F.W.S. has expressed an interest in exploring a

cooperative stewardship planning process similar to the Safe Harbor agreements in North

Carolina (CIWG, 2001). Other options include stewardship planning and conservation

easements. Both the California Department of Forestry (CDF, 2002) and the

Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR, 2000) maintain conservation

easement and stewardship planning options for landowners interested in voluntarily

conserving habitat and wildlife values as part of their forest management objectives. The

potential benefits of stewardship plans may include a combination of tax breaks, grant

and cost-share opportunities, a streamlined regulatory process, or assurances that

landowners will be able to proceed with certain forest management operations, provided

the terms of the stewardship plan are met.

Another potential incentive is suggested by recent developments in California,

where the California Climate Action Registry has begun registering forest holdings as

carbon stocks entitling participating landowners to potential payments for carbon credits,

in the event the state and federal governments construct a regulatory system for

greenhouse gases. The protocols require a focus on native forest species and that forest
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owners manage beyond the minimum requirements of the California Forest Practices Act

(CFPA, 2004).

5.2.4. Administrative options

Several institutional options could address issues raised by landowners such as

credibility and trust. The collection and reporting of data related to specified resource

sites would address some of the unanswered questions and suspicions many landowners

may have regarding the extent and consequences of specified resource site policy.

Tecimical review of current protection goals to incorporate new data or information

arising in the last decade would ensure that the protection requirements are based on a

fair and discriminating understanding of the scientific information available to policy-

makers.

5.2.4.1. Review and update protection requirements

One concern was that the application of protection goals is done arbitrarily. Some

respondents suggested that agencies act without regard to fair application of the law.

Respondents noted three instances involving spotted owl core areas that suggested

decisions were made that did not correspond to the specified resource site rules. In

addition, ODF continues to operate under interim rules for Spotted Owls adopted by the

Board of Forestry in 1993. According to Board of Forestry (1990) deliberations

regarding spotted owl protection goals, permanent rules should have been adopted

following a tecimical review process within 180 days of the enactment of the interim

rules. It is doubtful that this is widely known, if at all, among NIPF owners. One ODF
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staff member mentioned that IPF owners are aware that the agency is currently not in

compliance with the law, but they prefer the 70-acre core area in the interim rules. A

technical review process could result in a substantially larger area of protection for

spotted owls. Nonetheless, it is important for ODF to follow the requirements of the

Forest Practices Act in order to ensure that it can refute the claim that it is arbitrary in its

application of the regulations. It is inconsistent for ODF to require landowners to follow

regulations in the Forest Practices Act while the agency itself has not complied on this

point.

A further review of significant wetlands rules and designation could whether there

are conditions east of the Cascades that could be excluded from significant wetland

designation. The respondents interviewed in Klamath County were concerned about the

conflict between significant wetland designation and irrigated and manmade wetlands.

One long-time ODF officer acknowledged that this has been a common complaint in the

past and noted the possibility of finer wetland distinctions within the significant wetland

rules. In the event a landowner focuses on improving range conditions and expands the

extent of forage cover on their land, it raises the possibility of a conflict between range

and forest management in some areas. Landowners may be hesitant to improve plant

cover if it results in the designation of additional significant wetlands.

5.2.4.2. Expand Specified Resource Site reporting

The specified resource site process rules require a biaimual report of specified

resource site outcomes (OAR 629-680-0300) to the Board of Forestry. It is unclear

whether it is feasible to meet all the reporting requirements of the statute, such as an
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assessment of the biological productivity of each site and the economic consequences of

protection. However, only one report has been made (Lundblad, 1993). Reporting

information every two years regarding the extent of specified resource site interactions

with operations would provide an accounting that would allow the public, including NIPF

landowners, to make informed judgments regarding the extent and impact of specified

resource site protection. Additional information would be needed to be collected,

including estimates of the costs landowners associate with the protection goals of a site.

As respondents in this study were generally unable to provide precise figures, such

accounting may be rough estimates at best. The recording system used by the Klamath

unit for written plans includes all those written to meet specified resource site protection

goals since 1993. This could serve as a template for similar reporting in other ODF units,

thereby standardizing the process of data-collection regarding specified resource sites.

5.2.4.3. Update the FACTS database

The specified resource site process rules (OAR 629 Division 680) require

reporting of protection outcomes every two years. The FACTS database is a potential

source for such data, though numerous comments by ODF staff suggest that the FACTS

data is unreliable, in part because the current database system, Paradox, is cumbersome

and difficult to use. Also, because the FACTS system does not currently contain

information regarding which sites became "active" following an evaluation, it cannot be

used to determine the extent and consequences of active specified resource sites. Even

when determining the extent of interactions with potential sites, the discrepancy between

Klamath FACTS results and the written plan database from the Kiamath unit indicates
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the risk in relying on FACTS for reporting. Improving the compilation and management

FACTS data could improve its reliability. Several individuals indicated that a switch to a

system such as Microsoft Access rather than the current Paradox system would facilitate

its use. Standardizing procedures for collecting and reporting information for the FACTS

database could improve the reliability of the data and allow for comparisons across

districts.

5.3. Further research

Some questions remain unanswered in this research and several arose during its

course. The following are possible questions for further research:

To what degree are the attitudes and perceptions identified among study

informants representative of the population affected by specified resource site

policy? A survey of attitudes and responses from affected landowners throughout

ODF districts would further refine and indicate the most important landowner

concerns regarding specified resource site policy.

What is the cost of specified resource site policy throughout Oregon to NIPF

landowners? This study was unable to definitively assess NIPF landowner costs.

It could comprise part of a survey sent to NIPF owners in Oregon.

What is the potential impact of recent developments upon the implementation of

protection goals? Some issues to consider include Measure 37, the continuing

expansion of barred owl range, and the future of timber harvesting on BLM and

Forest Service lands.
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How does the continuing demographic change in forest landowners affect the

acceptance of specified resource site policy and other protective measures in the

FPA? As fewer people rely on timber harvesting for income, there may be less

resistance to wildlife and riparian protection regulations.

What is the extent of "givings" in the FPA? In what ways do the various

protection provisions add value to landowners' properties and how can this

message be effectively communication to landowners?

Even with further research and the implementation of initiatives to respond to

landowner concerns, there ase several aspects outside the purview of ODF policies or

strategies. Landowners who question the validity of designating threatened and

endangered species, express ideological opposition to government regulation of land-

uses, or are unwilling to ascribe any validity to attempts to protect public values on

private land are unlikely to be swayed by improved communication, clearer explanations

regarding the science underlying the policy-making process, or incentives. They may

even resist compensation, fearing it as a step in ceding authority of their property to the

government. It is not the role of ODF to respond to the suspicions or complaints of every

landowner and it would cause regulatory paralysis to attempt to do so. However, it can

try to respond to criticisms of its policies by making changes that allow it to clarify

ambiguities and promote an interest and understanding of policy objectives among a

majority of landowners. In addition, the judicious use of compensation combined with

incentive programs, such as conservation easements, grants, and stewardship plans, could
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gradually shift attitudes toward a wider circle of stewardship in which landowners

consider the protection of sensitive wildlife and wetland sites as an accepted component

of responsible forest practices.
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Appendix A: Specified Resource Site terminology

Glossary of Terms

Specified resource site: Those sites for which protection goals have been established in OAR 629-
665-0000 including:

Bald Eagle Nest, Roost, and Perch sites
Northern Spotted Owl nesting sites
Sensitive bird nesting, roosting, and watering sites (Osprey, and Great Blue Heron)
Biological sites of ecological and scientific significance
Significant wetlands (any wetland greater than 8 acres)

Active resource site: (Legal) resource site that the State Forester determines has been used in the
recent past by a listed species. (OAR 629-600-0100(2))

Operational definition: Those sites for which it has been determined that a proposed forest operation
conflicts with protection goals

Tentative or Potential resource site: Any of the physical sites identified in OAR 629-665-0000 for
which proximate forest operations must be evaluated for a potential conflict. If ODF determines a
conflict exists, the site becomes an "active" site.

Potential resource site interactions: The total number of "flagged notifications" or the interaction
between each physical site and proximate operations.

Commercial: pertaining to the exchange or buying and selling of commodities and services. Does
not apply to personal use. (OAR 629-600-0100(12))

Conflict: Resource site abandonment or reduced resource site productivity that the State Forester
determines is a result of forest practices. (OAR 629-600-100(14))

FACTS: Forest Activity Computerized Tracking System. Statewide database of notifications of
operation submitted to ODF.

"Flanged" notification: A Notification of Operation in the FACTS database linked with one or
more specified resource site codes. Indicates that a proposed operation is within '/2 mile of a tentative
specified resource site requiring evaluation for a potential conflict.

NOAIP: Notification of OperationlApplication for Permit, submitted by individuals and organizations
intending forest operations on land under the authority of ODF.

Operation: Any commercial activity relating to the establishment, management, or harvest of forest
tree species (with exceptions) (629-600-0100(47))
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Appendix C: Semi-structured interview themes

Specific information regarding land ownership and operations

Objectives

Ownership objectives
Wildlife, Habitat, and ownership objectives

Acreage

Ownership size

E Operational acreage

Extent of operations
Types of operations

LI Specified resource site type

Types of specified resource sites affecting respondent's proposed
operations
Species
Size

LI Process

Perception of process for determining active specified resources
sites
Experience working regarding with ODF in general

LI Impact of active site protection

Impact on operations
Impact on land management

Perception and attitudes regarding forest and wildlife regulation of private lands:

LI Landowner rights and responsibilities
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Landowner's rights and responsibilities are regarding forest
management
Wildlife and other sensitive resources?

General perception and attitude regarding the Forest Practices Act

What do you think about the Forest Practices Act?

U General perception and attitude regarding federal regulations for the protection of
wildlife on private land

The Endangered Species Act

0 Perception of specified resource site protection goals and requirements

Effect of SRS policy on perception and attitudes regarding sensitive resource
protection

0 Impact of active site(s) protection on attitude regarding specified resource site
policy

o Impact of site protection on attitude re. FPA

o Wildlife protection in general

Public and private objectives

0 Common objectives

Coincidence of specified resource site protection goals and forest
ownership objectives

0 Alternatives

Perceived possible alternatives to achieve the sensitive resource
protection on respondent's land
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